
ST. CHRISTOPHER’S PANANIA JRLFC Inc.

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Mini Junior International All Grades

2004 1985 1992 1982 1982 1991
2005 1987 2000 1984 1983 2002
2006 1989 2002 1985 1985

1990 2005 1989 1989
1991 2006 1993 1990

COMPETITIONS WON BY AGE / GRADE

U7 / N Grade 1970, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 (Res), 1982, 1987, 1992, 2001, 2005,
2008 (Div 2)

U8 / M Grade 1967, 1972, 1976, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1993, 2006
U9 / L Grade 1966, 1968, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1996 (Res), 2010 (Div 2)
U10 / K Grade 1969, 1970, 1976, 1980 (Res), 1984, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1995, 1999 (Res),

2000 (Res), 2003 (Res), 2008
U11 / J Grade 1980 (Res), 1985, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1996 (Res), 2009 (Div 3)
U12 / I Grade 1976, 1978, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1997, 2013 (Div 2)
U13 / H Grade 1972, 1973, 1980 (Res), 1986, 1989, 1990, 1998, 2010
U14 / G Grade 1987
U15 / F Grade 1988, 1991, 1994, 2000
U16 / E Grade 2001
U17 / D Grade 1985, 1990, 1991, 1995, 1998
U18
U19

2002
2011, 2012

C Grade
A Res (Div 1)

1978, 1983, 1991, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2005
2013

A Grade 2002, 2006, 2008

PREMIERSHIPS WON BY YEAR

1965 Nil 1990 L, K, H and D Grades
1966 L Grade 1991 J, I, F, D and C Grades
1967 M Grade 1992 N and J Grades
1968 L Grade 1993 M and C Grades
1969 K Grade 1994 U9 and U15
1970 N and K Grades 1995 U10 and U17
1971 N Grade 1996 U9 (Res), U11 (Res) and C Grade
1972 M and H Grades 1997 U12
1973 N and H Grade 1998 U13 and U17
1974 Nil 1999 U10 (Res)
1975 N Grade 2000 U10 (Res), U15 and C Grade
1976 M, K and I Grades 2001 U7 and U16
1977 N Reserve 2002 U18 and A Grade
1978 I and C Grades 2003 U10 (Res)
1979 Nil 2004 Nil
1980 K (Res), J (Res) and H (Res) 2005 U7 and C Grade
1981 Nil 2006 U8 and A Grade
1982 N Grade 2007 Nil
1983 C Grade 2008 U7 (Div 2), U10 and A Grade
1984 K Grade 2009 U11 (Div 3)
1985 M, K, J, I and D Grades 2010 U9 (Div 2), U13
1986 M, I and H Grades 2011 U19
1987 N and G Grades 2012 U19
1988 M, K, I and F Grades 2013 U12 (Div 2), A Res (Div 1)
1989 M, L, J, I and H Grades 2014 Nil
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE – 2014

President: John Grealy
Vice President: Jon D’Astoli
Secretary: Trevor Warner

Treasurer: Ken Slattery
Ground Manager: Craig Jordan
General Duties: Grant Hanratty

Sponsorship: Tim Miller

DELEGATES TO THE JUNIOR LEAGUE 2014

Trevor Warner and John Grealy Jon D’Astoli (Alternate)

TEAM OFFICIALS 2014

TEAM COACH MANAGER TRAINERS
U17-1 Matt Grealy John Clay Daniel Stone, Mark Morley,

Tom Grealy, Ross Kendall (Strapper)
U16-1 Michael Hanratty Grant Hanratty Wayne Hanratty, Steve Bennell (FAO),
U15-3 Matt Wagstaff Paul Griffith Ryan Murray, Jack Griffith,

Mark Kennedy, Dave Harrington (FAO)
U14-2 Bryan Hannigan Tracy Colley Adam McDonald, Shane Garvey,

Shane Foster
U14-4 James Martin John Maarbani Paul Ellison, Tom Quine,

Mark Atme, Tim Bailey (FAO)
U13-1 Adam McDonald James Quintal Trent Colquhoun, Ben Samuel
U12-1 Matt Fuz Raelene Davidson Liam Davidson, John Kitiona
U11-2 Steve Burke Adrian & Alicia Ghilardi Paul Forrester
U10-1 Steve Moloney Tina Hansell Shane Kennedy, Michael Ceissman
U10-3 Mark Field Phill Wenham Brian Rodoreda
U9-1 Anthony Sahyoun Chris Zanbaka Charlie Assaf, Mark Boyne, Murray Hardy
U9-3 Sam Chami Graham McCutcheon Michael Cutrupi, Leigh Killorn,

Tony Porter
U8-1 Grant Hanratty Warren Metcalfe Damien Rowles, Tony Porter
U8-2 Dean Stapleton Kellie Stapleton Sean Khoury, Dave Raish
U8-3 Bill Elesh Dave McAndrew Barry Sullivan, Michael Allworth
U7-1 Jon Wilson Alison Renton Michael Mooney
U7-2 Steve Klem Antony Gitsham Andrew Martin
U6-1 Peter Munn Laura Phillips Gary Phillips, Michael Ceissman
U6-3 Sean O’Donovan Larissa O’Donovan Dave Prior, Matt Dawes
U6-4 Tihema Miller Peta Gitsham Jon Wilson, Jodi Raish

GROUND FIRST AID OFFICERS 2014

Maureen Parnell, Craig Jordan, Tim Miller, Dave Harrington, Grant Hanratty

GEAR STEWARD 2014

John Grealy

CANTEEN MANAGER 2014

Jane Grealy
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PAST COMMITTEES

Year President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer
1965 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1966 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1967 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1968 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1969 Jack Madden Ron Smith Alan McCabe

1970 Jack Madden Jim McGrath Ray Doyle

1971 Ed Byron Jim McGrath Greg Pearce

1972 Reg McDonald John Hudson John Hudson

1973 Noelene Byron Betty McDonald John Hudson

1974 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1975 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1976 Frank Aaron - John Woods

1977 Pat Fitzgerald John Woods Dick O'Grady

1978 Neil Shields John Woods -

1979 Frank McGrath Doug Hyland John Woods Mick Stewart

1980 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1981 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1982 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie Jan Williams Mick Stewart

1983 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie John Coates Max Pavey

1984 Peter Watson Peter Berg John Coates Max Pavey

1985 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Peter Watson

1986 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Mick Stewart

1987 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Alan French

1988 Phil Newton Kevin Dredge John Coates Alan French

1989 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Alan French

1990 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1991 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1992 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1993 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1994 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1995 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1996 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1997 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1998 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1999 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Peter Waring Terry Hickey

2000 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2001 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2002 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2003 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2004 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2005 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2006 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2007 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2008 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2009 John Grealy Scott Simpson Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2010 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2011 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2012 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2013 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Trevor Warner Ken Slattery
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

This is probably the toughest “President’s report” I have had to write in my 11 year as the Club’s
president. Many times I described the year as the “Season from Hell” (SFH) and nothing has changed my
mind since the last game. This report may seem like we are making excuses as I track the SFH. Please do
not take it that way - excuses are made by people who do not take responsibility, and your committee
has learned a great deal from the SFH and will be addressing it for future years.

The pre-season! It started like all seasons with good numbers at registration time. Big numbers in the
minis (90 players, 8 teams) and mods (89 players, 6 teams). All good. The international sides (i.e. 13 years
and up) are always a bit slower to register, but the talk and promises were there. Though we had an
U19s, A Res and A grade in 2013 (which equalled 80 registered players! the talk was that we’d only get an
A grade. That was no cause for concern as many of the modern kids play one year, miss the next, all
dependent on what their mates are doing. Then SFH struck.

Of the 25 or so we had on the books for A grade, six dropped out for various reasons and five who kept
telling us they were playing just refused to come to training. We were into our second week of Club trials
and they still had not been sighted. With the competition starting in under two weeks and with only 12-
14 players, we had to pull the pin which meant no A grade for the first time since 2003. I might add those
five players who stuffed us round have had their papers marked – NTWTM&GA.

And just to prove that I’m not making things up, of those 80 senior players I mentioned above that we
had in 2013, only ten played rugby league in 2014: two in the NYC, two in the Ron Massey Cup, six in the
Cronulla A grade – and five of those who played in Cronulla would have played with us if our A grade had
formed.

But the SFH gremlins were also at work with our U17s. This age had always been a competitive Div 1
outfit (including Premiers as U13-1s back in 2010) and had signed five above average players from
Heights. Training was well underway with pretty good numbers when a Pied Piper from the Shire brought
along ten superstars to join us. Normally that would be great, but after training with us for a couple of
weeks, the Piper decided that unless he was the coach, he’d play his tool somewhere else. Needless to
say, he was shown the gate and the ten players “conga-lined” behind him to another club. It wasn’t until
later in the season we found out that he’d played his tune at about five clubs, even as far afield as
Helensburgh. This caused a massive disruption to the side as a few of the guys from the 2013 team
decided not to play because they didn’t think they’d get a run and we were now running on about 17.
SFH effect in trial 1 and we lose two players for the season with dislocated shoulders and one ‘til R8 with
a neck injury.

And while SFH had hit the A grade and 17s, it was also effecting our 14s and 15s. A number of players
deemed our sides not good enough for them if they were going to progress to the NRL! PLEASE!!!
Whoever is telling these kids such rubbish, take your hand off it. In reality, there are a couple of pathways
to progress to the various rep levels (development, Matts, Ball) so please come and see me if you are
ever uncertain and I will map it out for you. I might add, sometimes it’s better being a big fish in a small
pond rather than being one bright star among another ten shining just the same as you.

Thankfully our 13s were pretty much unscathed at sign-up time while I’ve already mentioned the minis
and mods were healthy.

The season! Given our minis are non-competitive, our coaches have been instructed to teach the basics
and ensure the kids are having fun. I am certain they are having fun and most of the basics are getting
taught. However, looking at our scores, we need to do more with defence. We can work on that. Our
most competitive sides were our 7-1s (3rd) and 8-1s (4th/5th) so that holds well for the future when they
eventually move into competitive footy.

Our mod footy was also pretty healthy without snaring a premiership. The 9-1s just missed the semis, our
10-1s made the final while our 12-1s made the semis. These are good results as we are competing in the
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highest division against some pretty hot opposition. Our 10-1s should actually have been in the GF after
we lodged a protest for an illegal Greenacre interchange, however the SFH saw that fall on deaf ears.

Congratulations to our 9-3s who made the grand final. At 16-all will six minutes to go it was anyone’s
game! Unfortunately, in the SFH, the ball went their way and we never saw it again. Well done to Sam
and all the boys, a well drilled and bonded team.

International footy saw us not get a team in any semis - most unusual. The 13s knew it would be a tough
assignment in Div 1 after winning Div 2 last year. After some initial settling, the boys did improve and
their last few games showed they were up to the level. Good effort.

Both 14s struggled for numbers, though in reality it wasn’t their numbers that cost them. It must be the
age because neither side could put two halves of football together. World beaters in one, fingerless
“Walking dead” style zombies in the other. Extremely frustrating for their coaching staff.

The 15s did struggle for numbers and I must thank Matt Wagstaff, Ryan Murray and Paul Griffith for their
tenacity in getting this side on the park and keeping them there. What would normally be a genuine SCC
Div 2 side became a Div 3 side after regradings simply because we played the first 5 rounds with between
10 and 13 players. Once we got to games with the luxury of 15 players, we ended the season on a high
(and unearthed a couple of players for the future).

Although the 16s did not make the semis (they dropped one game early in the SFH which eventually cost
them, but don’t mention that to Mick), we had great numbers, the boys trained hard, were tight knit and
eventually realised they were the real deal. They got their mojo back! My prediction - if they stick
together, this team can go through similar to the boys who won the ‘back to back’ 19s a few years ago.

The 17s! I must also thank Matt Grealy and John Clay for their work in keeping this side on the paddock.
You’ve read about their pre-season, well as the SFH progressed, every time we’d sign up a new player,
we’d get another season ending injury the next week. Adding to this was the draw. The guy who does the
SCC draw is normally on the ball, but our 17s slipped though the crack and played out of district for 10 of
their first 14 games in the SFH. Most other clubs in the SCC don’t like travel and their players will only
turn up to home games, so when our guys would take their maximum of 13 or so to these away games,
they’d be met by a full squad of 20! We did show a lot of guts to finish the season after voting to stay in
Div 1 and what’s more, were competitive in all games.

But the SFH did not just influence results. We had nine players sent off from U13s to 16s as our players
(who we like to think are smart) continue to struggle with the concept of “tough love”. This policy has
been in place since 2011 and provides immediate send-offs for punching (whether aggressor or
retaliator) and abusing the referee. I have lost count of the number of times we have passed this
information onto managers and coaches at our meetings. Next season each player will be informed
individually.

So we finished the season with no premierships for only the sixth time in the Club’s history – with three
of those “nils” against my years. Why? The SFH? That was part of the perfect storm, but there are two
other factors - consistency and commitment.

When tabulating the Best and Fairest points for each team during the season, it was a common thread
that very few players (especially in the younger grades) are consistent. For a couple of weeks they would
poll in their team’s B&F and then disappear for a few weeks, to the extent I would have to go back to the
game sheets to see whether they’d actually played! I’d check with the coaches - yes, he’s on one week,
miles away the next. We need to work on that. It’s more than likely linked to my next rant.

Commitment is something I raved about during the year. If you’re playing rugby league (a team sport)
where other people are relying on you each week, you sign-up knowing that you need to train twice a
week and play on the weekend. Why do you then sign-up to play other sports which conflict with your
rugby league training and games? Something we will be looking at next year also.
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Anyway, enough of the football, let’s look at the social side of the Club! Thankfully, the SFH could not
deter us from having a good time. Our movie night at the Diggers was a big success as was the Golf Day at
Georges River. With the youngsters taking charge of the Ball, we had a great night at Bankstown Golf
Club, complete with a magician and a photo booth (things us old guys wouldn’t even think about), but
how good were they? I think it was the first time I laughed all season! The second time was when the
Pied Piper’s team got beat on the bell in the grand final - oh, I’ve just laughed again!!

Now for the thank you’s:-

 Our generous sponsors;

 Our coaches, trainers and managers (all 86 of them) for your efforts with the players. And don’t
think it hasn’t gone unnoticed that many of you had to double up for raffles as well. Thank you
and we’ll get stuck into the others next year!

 The canteen manager Jane Grealy and all the people who helped on game day, especially Ken
Slattery for his great work on Sundays. We definitely saw some new faces in the canteen this
year, so thank you;

 Sue Hannigan for her fantastic work with our newsletter;

 Ken Hanratty for our team photos and updating the Clubhouse honour boards;

 Antony Gitsham and Slats for organising the Golf Day;

 Larissa O’Donovan, Laura Phillips, Peta Gitsham and Jodi Raish for the Ball and the Kid’s movie
night - both sensational nights;

 Our team of Ground first aiders;

 Steve Klem, Tony Porter, Team Stapo, Peter Munn, Scott Whyte, Chris and Nicki Zanbaka for
your help with those last Sunday games; and

 Tim Millar and Grant Hanratty for organizing the Junior Presentation.

Finally, thanks to our Committee of Trevor Warner, Jon D’Astoli, Ken Slattery, Craig Jordan, Tim Millar
and Grant Hanratty. With ten rounds of Sunday games this year, I know most of you nearly ended up in
the divorce courts, however we are the best run Club in the district because you guys care and are willing
to commit. Thank you.

We do have a lot of work to do in preparation for next year if we are to avoid a repeat SFH so please re-
energise in the off-season.

The Club turns 50 on 28 March 2015. It should be a great place to be in 2015 – see you then!

GO THE SAINTS

John Grealy
President
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

When it rains we complain, when it does not, we complain. No wash-outs make it a very long season. Too
long for some as evidenced when enthusiasm on the park dropped off for a few teams.

Success on the field this year was limited to our U-9 Div 3 team who made the grand final. Not their day,
but certainly worthy participants. Well done boys. The U-10 Div 1 made the final and were beaten, not by
a better team, but by the controversial interpretation of rules applied by the CBDJRL.

With 20 teams we are one of the bigger clubs in the district. That we made only a single grand final just
shows how competitive the competition has become. We need to lift our game. Our very proud Club is
losing ground to others. We need to restore this pride.

In 2007 I wrote “Success is built on character, culture, education and will”. Sadly I believe a bit of this
went missing in 2014. Changing demographics the main driver.

Our Club runs off the effort and sacrifice of volunteers. Thank you so much for putting up your hand. The
entire committee appreciate what you bring. To others, think about it. We are not a child minding centre.
You can contribute.

To our sponsors, what can you say other than thanks.

To the hard working committee of St Christopher’s, well done - John Grealy, Jon D’Astoli, Ken Slattery,
Craig Jordan, Grant Hanratty and Tim Miller. The Club would not function without you.

Thank you to all team officials, the organising committee of the Ball (a great night that needs repeating),
golf day and everyone that turned up at Revesby pub and the Diggers team raffles.

Special thanks to:

 Jane Grealy (canteen),

 Maureen Parnell (first aid),

 Ken Hanratty (photos) and

 Sue Hannigan (newsletter)

To our success in 2015. We are celebrating 50 years. I look forward to seeing you then.

Yours in sport
Trevor Warner
Secretary
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CLUB SPONSORS

Thank you to all the wonderful sponsors who have supported us.
We hope to see you all again in 2015.

Shop 3/28 Cahors Road, Padstow Tel: 9771 5078
Tel: 9792 2799 E: info@cpeaustralia.com.au

Web: daystar.com.au Web: cpeaustralia.com.au

178 The River Road, Revesby 28 Childs Street, Panania
Tel: 9774 5344 Tel: 9774 1288

Web: revesbypacifichotel.com.au Web: pananiadiggers.com.au

Richard’s Quality Meats

Conveyancing Plus Legal

Revesby Dental Centre

Tim Millar Plumbing

Paul Swibel Electrical

MRM Logistics

Bryant’s Tree Service
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PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS

HOLDEN CUP (U20s)

Bulldogs: Luke Vella
West Tigers: Tom Grealy

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS 2014

SG Ball Bulldogs: Brandan Sua
Harold Matthews Bulldogs: Scott Hannigan, Fatu Togagae,

BULLDOGS JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT SQUADS 2014

U17s: Salah Masri, James Reynolds, Jarrod Robson, Brandan Sua,
U15s: Rhys Harrington, Liam Mannering, Anthony Maric, Elisha Woulf

U14s: Bulldogs: Josh Hannigan, Aukostino Tafao
U13s: Kueva Lynch

10 YEAR PLAYERS 2014

Aidan Harrington, Nathan Harrison, Conor Kelley,
Mitchell Wilson, Rhys Harrington

PLAYER AWARDS 2013

INTERNATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Wilson Faanoi

MOD PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Cameron Riley

MINI PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Peter Assaf

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY
Josh Kavanagh

PAUL BURKE TROPHY
Liam Davidson

ROGER STONE TROPHY
Tom Grealy

TODD COOPER TROPHY
Michael Forrester

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY
Luke Moloney

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY
Aaron Klem
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PAST PLAYER AWARD RECIPIENTS

MINI, MOD and INTERNATIONAL ‘PLAYERS OF THE YEAR’

Year Mini Player Mod Player International Player
1983 Brett Williams Jason Berg Mark Johnsen

1984 Peter Coates Stephen Newton Graham McPherson

1985 Corey Hughes Glen Hughes Clint Robinson

1986 Brent Sherwin Brett Clements Andrew Devlin

1987 Brent Sherwin Peter Burke Andrew Devlin

1988 Peter Long Andrew French Scott McGrath

1989 Glenn Hall Shane Garvey Marco De Angelis

1990 Mark Riddell Stephen Deehan Jamie Graham

1991 Mitchell Hall Peter Cohen Brett Clements

1992 Robert Cameron Andrew Boukaram Stephen Newton

1993 Mark Taylor Anthony Charet Scott Murphy

1994 Ben Robinson Charife Chahine Brett Lee

1995 Jason Ranieri Ian Kirk Wayne Hanratty

1996 Andrew Phelps Adam Turk Adam McDonald

1997 Bill Mason Cameron Phelps Todd Cooper

1998 Ben Aggar Curtis Finn Keegan Hayden

1999 Adam Bryce Sam Reynolds Kieran Deas

2000 Jonathon Calamia Shannon Borg Eddie Fui Fui

2001 George Sava Hisham Krayem Shane Riddell

2002 Thomas Grealy Justin Pascoe Gavin Raper

2003 Tim Ward Tom Wilson Mitch McBride

2004 Justin Gugich Ryan Murray Mitchell Hall

2005 Devante Faanoi Mark Harb Michael Atme

2006 Devante Faanoi Jaydn McGregor Andrew Mortimer

2007 Rhys Harrington Liam Mulvihill Aaron Miranda

2008 Lachlan Jordan Jaydn McGregor David Eisenhuth

2009 Lachlan Jordan Liam Mulvihill Taylor Brown

2010 Thomas Davenport Jack Ryan Josh Rainbow

2011 Trent Bailey Kueva Lynch Luke Vella

2012 Trent Bailey Bodie Bradford Jeremy Fuller

2013 Peter Assaf Cameron Riley Wilson Faanoi
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
2002 John Devane 2008 Nathan Sellings
2003 Luke Carroll 2009 Kieran Deas
2004 Todd Stanford 2010 Graham McFarlane
2005 Dean Woodbridge 2011 Matthew Dawes
2006 Dane Elliott 2012 Gary Stone
2007 Sean McGuiness 2013 Josh Kavanagh

SECRETARY’S TROPHY

Year Player
2006 Michael Hanratty

PAUL BURKE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1999 Craig Guthrie 2007 Jason Mayoh
2000 Luke Notley 2008 N otP resented
2001 Junior Puroko 2009 Matt O’Shea
2002 Shaun McGuiness 2010 James Leten
2003 Dave Eisenhuth 2011 Jarrod Simpson
2004 Dane Brennan 2012 Liam Mulvihill
2005 Nathan Pettit 2013 Liam Davidson
2006 Justin Hall

ROGER STONE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1997 Justin Hall 2006 Justin McGuire
1998 Keegan Hayden 2007 Luke Lembryk
1999 Andrew Mortimer 2008 N otP resented
2000 Ben Barrett 2009 Johnathon Horwood
2001 Mark Taylor 2010 Trent Colquhoun
2002 Adam Roy 2011 Jeremy Fuller
2003 Dane Ayling 2012 Daniel Stone
2004 Troy Cohen 2013 Tom Grealy
2005 Michael Langtry

TODD COOPER TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1999 Simon Lovisa 2007 Thomas Lambropoulos
2000 Chris Borg 2008 Mitchell Wilson
2001 John Stambouli 2009 Kayne Grove
2002 Andrew Riley 2010 Scott Hannigan
2003 Luke Collins 2011 Josh Hannigan
2004 Anthony Khoury 2012 Dane Loutsos
2005 Chris Slattery 2013 Michael Forrester
2006 Liam Mulvihill
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS (cont.)

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1997 Simon Lovisa 2006 Kevin Weeks
1998 Matt O’Shea 2007 Alexander Masima
1999 Brendon Small 2008 Fatu Togagae
2000 Johnathon Horwood 2009 Stuart Higham
2001 Tom Wilson 2010 Nathan Boland
2002 Brett Denford 2011 Vincent Quintal
2003 Nathan Morris 2012 Ethan Burke
2004 Trevor Faanoi 2013 Luke Moloney
2005 Jeremy Fuller

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY

Year Player Year Player Year Player
1988 Tim Roarty 1997 Sam Byron 2006 Bodie Bradford
1989 Sean Donovan 1998 Hayden Sankey 2007 Lachlan Jordan
1990 Ben Robinson 1999 Joel Smith 2008 Aidan Davidson
1991 Matt Calderon 2000 Kerry Mason 2009 Bailey Standaloft
1992 Tim Mortimer 2001 Themi Drosinos 2010 Trent Bailey
1993 Dane Corbin 2002 Tristan Boyd 2011 Hayden Swibel
1994 Gavin Raper 2003 Steele Brown 2012 Jack Hanratty
1995 N otpresented 2004 Kyle Lloyd 2013 Aaron Klem
1996 Tynan Cook 2005 Kyle Churchill

FIRST GRADE PLAYERS

Gerard Raper Bulldogs (1976) Corey Hughes Bulldogs (1998)
Peter Raper Newtown (1977) Ben Roarty Melbourne (1998)
Garry Boyd Newtown (1978) Brent Sherwin Bulldogs (1999)
Greg Sankey Bulldogs (1981) Justin Holbrook Newcastle (2000)
Clint Robinson Balmain (1988) Mark Riddell St. George/Ill (2001)
Craig Weston Gold Coast (1992) Glenn Hall Bulldogs (2002)
Glen Hughes Bulldogs (1992) Cameron Phelps Bulldogs (2005)
Steven Hughes Bulldogs (1993) Jarrad Hickey Bulldogs (2006)
Brett Clements Bulldogs (1996)

LIFE MEMBERS

Ron Smith (1969) Phil Newton (1994) Ken Hanratty (2002)

Jim O'Meara (1970) Paul Edghill (1995) Chris Stokes (2003)

Jack Madden (1970) Allan Sherwin (1997) Peter Raper (2006)

Frank McGrath (1983) Peter Waring (1999) Adam McDonald (2008)

Bill Berkeley (1984) Mick Hall (2000) Alan Wren (2009)

John Woods (1991) Bill Kennedy (2000) Grant Hanratty (2010)

Neil McKenzie (1991) Michael Benjamin (2001)

John Coates (1993) Terry Hickey (2001)
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TEN YEAR PLAYERS

Allan Murray Davis Jason Hickey Jarrad Raper Gavin

Barakat Andrew Dawes Matthew Hickey Patrick Raper Gerard

Barakat Ben Deehan Brendan Hickey Stephen Raper Peter

Barakat Nathan Deehan Stephen Horwood Johnathon Reardon Toby

Benjamin Dean Devlin Andrew Hughes Corey Reynolds Lee

Benjamin Matthew Devlin Matthew Hughes Glen Reynolds Sam

Benjamin Stephen Devlin Sean Hughes Paul Riddell Luke

Bennett Sam Devlin Simon Hughes Steven Riddell Shane

Berkley Danny Devlin Stephen Jones Bradley Roarty Ben

Berkley Jamie Divall Stephen Jones Gavin Sader Adam

Berkley William (Jnr) Donovan Brandon Keighran Glen Salmon Mark

Berkley John Dwyer John Kelley Conor Sherwin Brent

Berkley Liam (20yr) Easton Christopher Kennedy Joshua Sherwin Craig

Berkley Martin Edghill Matthew Kennedy Mark Sherwin Greg

Bird Mathew Eisenhuth David Khoury Chris Simpson Jarrod

Boland Nathan Elias Dylan King Kieran Simpson Joshua

Bold Justin Elliott Dane Kirk Ian Slattery Christopher

Boukaram Andrew Faanoi Trevor Kitiona Paul Smith Brad

Boyd Garry Faanoi Devante Lown Stephen Smith David

Boyd Jarrett Farrell Terrence Lloyd Kyle Smith Peter

Bryce Jack Finch Jack Mason Grant Steward Matthew

Brennan Dane Fitzgerald David Mason Steve Stone Matthew

Brennan Garth Fitzgerald Graeme Mayoh Jason Stone Daniel

Brown Geoff Fitzgerald Ken Mayoh Luke Stone Gary

Brown Andrew Fitzgerald Peter Mayoh Nathan Swiderski Thomas

Brown Graham Formica Scott McCroary Brett Tatham Kurt

Brown Taylor Garvey Shane McDonald Adam Taylor Brett

Brown Steele Graham Jamie McGrath Scott Taylor Craig

Burke Paul Grealy John Michaels Thomas Taylor James

Burke Peter Grealy Thomas Mortimer Andrew Taylor Mark

Byron Anthony Griffith Adam Mulvihill Liam Thompson-Reynolds Josh

Byron David Hall Glenn Murray Ryan Tucker Corey

Byron Christopher Hall Justin (20yr) Nash Anthony Wagstaff Matthew

Calamia Jonathon Hall Mitchell Newton Stephen Walsh James

Carroll Luke Hall Nicholas Notley Luke Waring Martin

Chahine Chehabe Hambly Andrew O’Donovan Sean Weaver Adam

Chamberlain Adam Hanratty Grant O’Grady Greg Weaver Stephen

Clements Michael Hanratty Michael (20yr) O’Shea Matthew Wiegold Aaron

Coates Peter Hanratty Wayne Oxley Colin Williams Brett

Colquhoun Trent Harb Mark Oxley Ross Wilson Nathan

Cooper Todd Harrington Aidan Parslow Declan Wilson Mitchell

Coorey James Harrington Rhys Phelps Andrew Wood Adam

Coughtrey Mark Harrison Nathan Phelps Cameron Wood Luke

Coughtrey Steve Hayward Jason Potts Andrew Woods Adam

Darwich Adam Henderson Nathan Raikaleveu Aseri Yasbek David

Davidson Liam Hickey Adam Ranieri Jason

Davidson Conor Hickey Ben Raper Brent
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UNDER 6 GOLD (Div 4)

Back Row: Tihema Miller (Coach), Peta Gitsham (Manager), Jon Wilson (Trainer)
Middle Row: Charles Rimington, Ayden Taleb, Peter Mare, Connor Gitsham, Riley Miller, Xavius Wilson,
Harry Paine
Front Row: James Keranos, Noah Raish, Braydon Pihema, Cole Pihema,
Absent: Justin Susnjara

MANAGER’S REPORT

I have thoroughly enjoyed managing such a great group of young boys this year. The bond these boys
have formed throughout the season has been very satisfying to watch. We had a great year of footy,
winning 10 games out of 18 rounds, with one draw. For a few of our boys, it was their first year of footy
and they really had to learn quickly and get into the rhythm of the game. It was our teamwork which
continued to improve week after week as the boys’ friendships formed and their skills developed.

I would like to thank our coaches Jon and T for developing the boys’ skills and teamwork each week at
training and during the game. The boys were always encouraged to back each other up and to applaud
each other on their achievements. The support and encouragement you have shown the boys
throughout the season is much appreciated.

Thank you to those parents who helped throughout the season in the early hours of Saturday morning,
with the BBQ, bread rolls and running the line. Thanks to those who also showed their support with the
raffles at the Diggers.
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I am constantly amazed by the amount of time our club officials voluntarily dedicate to the club and I
hope that next year, we can all provide even more support. It is great to be a part of this club and I am
grateful for the many friendships I have formed with wonderful people over the past few years as a result
of being actively involved.

PLAYER PROFILES

Braydon Pihema: This was Braydon’s first footy season and he improved in leaps and bounds as the
season progressed. Braydon has developed into a strong, confident footy player. His tackling was fierce
throughout the season, consistently cleaning up the opposition with his try saving tackles. Braydon’s
lightning fast legs scored him many length of the field tries. Braydon’s performance has been exceptional
this year and he is sure to be a great asset to the U7’s next year.

Cole Pihema: Only 4 years of age and new to the game, Cole had an extremely solid performance this
year. His defence was outstanding and he scored many tries throughout the season by running straight
and hard through the defence. The Pihema boys were always committed to training each week and on
game day, which showed in their improvement and performance each week.

Noah Raish: Noah is a great all-rounder! He always puts 100% into a game with both his attack and
defence. His passion for the game was evident both at training and on game day. He always supported
his team mates, both on the field and on the bench. Noah’s pace and determination would often result in
length of the field tries. Noah has a great understanding of the game. He reads the play well and finds the
gaps. Another great year Noah! Well done.

Peter Mare: Our youngest and smallest player of the team, Peter started off slow, but his understanding
of the game and his ball skills improved as the year went by. At the end of the season he learned to run
straight with the ball, instead of heading in the opposite direction. It will be great to see you back next
year Peter.

Harry Paine: A very enthusiastic player who always took the field bounding with energy and ready to
have a go. Harry wasn’t afraid to take down the opposition and run straight and hard through the
defence. He was definitely one of our toughest players. Looking forward to seeing him again next year.

Xavius Wilson: Xavius was our quiet achiever, he was always in the right place at the right time when it
came to defence and attack. He scored many tries throughout the season with his dashing runs and
sneaky side steps. He is a real quick thinker and a very consistent performer who always had a smile on
his face!

Riley Miller: He may be one of our smallest and youngest players, but Riley was always involved in
defence. He also scored a number of tries throughout the season. Riley’s improvement this year has been
outstanding. He is only going to get better next year.

Connor Gitsham: A good team player, with some great ball skills. Connor has a great understanding of
the game and always supported his team mates. He was always eager to train and play every week and
had a great respect for his coaches. Connor’s confidence in attack has increased out of sight this year,
however he needs to overcome his fear of tackling. Hopefully this will come next year.

James Keranos: His confidence grew throughout the season as he started to realise his strength and size
and use it to his advantage. James made several breaks through the defence throughout the year. I am
excited to see James improve even further next year as I believe the best is yet to come.

Justin Susnjara: A strong runner who was never afraid to chase the opposition down. Justin’s great
speed and swerving runs scored him a number of tries throughout the season.
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Ayden Taleb: Ayden’s strength this season was his defence. He always backed up his team mates and
was also aggressive in his attack. A solid little player who is going to continue to improve. See you next
year Ayden.

Charlie Rimington: This was Charlie’s first footy season. He started off slowly, but his tackling and
involvement in the game has improved dramatically throughout the season. We look forward to seeing
you again next year Charlie!

Congratulations to our Under 9-3 grand finalists, pictured here with Bullldogs Josh Reynolds.
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UNDER 6 GREEN (Div 3)

Back Row: Dave Prior (Trainer), Matt Dawes (Trainer), Sean O’Donovan (Coach), Larissa O’Donovan (Manager)
Middle Row: Leo Godinez, Jacob Dodd, Drew Prior, Caleb Petersen, Kai Summerland, Harrison McKell, James
Dawes, Declan O'Donovan
Front Row: Sebastian Russell, Mia Dodd (Ball girl), Lily O’Donovan (Ball girl), Izhak Maarbani
Absent: Valanti Gazilas

COACH’S REPORT

For most of our little guys, this year was their first year of playing football. Coming into the first few
training sessions after the trials, myself and the trainers knew we would have our work cut out for us.
With most of our team being 4 and 5 years old, it was straight to the basics of learning how to catch a
ball, throw a ball, run with the ball and tackle.

The boys have come so far……. You can definitely see a tremendous improvement in all the boys as they
are now confidently doing all the skills mentioned above. We have a few standout players who can run
the ball with power and some brilliant tacklers who would defend from the first second until the last horn
of the game. The results of this season most definitely did not reflect how well and how much they have
grown into the game of rugby league. We want to thank all the boys for trying so hard each game and
turning up to training to have fun and progress each week with the skills they had learnt.

Thank you to all the management and coaching/training staff. You have set these boys up with some
great skills and helped them find their love for football. Your patience, dedication and encouragement
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towards the boys is admired by both the little guys and the parents. All your time is purely volunteered
and I know the rewards have been felt by having the special team that we had.

A huge thank you to the parents of our boys who tirelessly came to training and games each week and
were always willing to help out with the BBQ, touch judge duties, 3,2,1’s and the raffles at the Diggers.
There’s no doubt we have all found some life-long friendships amongst us adults that will be passed
down to our children throughout our years of football together. It is not possible without your
commitment to the game and to see what the future holds for these little guys is exciting!

Cheers to a great year of football! Thank you to the St Christopher’s JRLFC for helping us out throughout
the year. What a great family Club to be a part of…….. Bring on next year! GO SAINTS!!!!!!!!!!

PLAYER PROFILES

James Dawes: A shy little player, James was always committed at training and tried hard to better his
skills. He chased down his opponents and at times made great attempts to stop them in their tracks.
James was always a polite little fella and enjoyed his time on the field each week. Well done James.

Jacob Dodd: What a little star this guy is going to be. From our first training sessions and the first few
games, just trying to get Jakey on the field was no mean feat. By the end of the season he had taken up
the role as dummy half and played with such determination. Even though he is our smallest player, there
is nothing small about the solid effort he gives when playing the ball. Keep up the great work next year
Buddy.

Valanti Gazilas: You don’t ever hear much from Valanti, but what a great guy to have on your team. We
didn’t get to see much of him this year as his family went on a spectacular trip overseas for the last ten
weeks of the season. Valanti always tried his best and was committed to the game when he played. We
hope to see you back next year.

Leo Godinez: We couldn’t have asked for a better ending to Leo’s season this year. The cutest fella who
has such amazing speed, Leo impressed us all and even brought tears to a few eyes as he stormed down
the correct end of the field and scored his first try of the season. Good job Leo. You made us all very
proud that day as you put our only points on the scoreboard.

Izhak Maarbani: The determination on Izhak’s face as he is running the ball or making a tackle is heart-
warming. There is no denying that he has a love for the game of football and we could all see the
confidence that he held after playing the year prior. Great effort this year Izhak. Your great tackling skills
and palming were always exciting to see.

Declan O’Donovan: Passion is probably the best word for Declan as he approached each game with
consistency and the drive to do the best he could each week. With a not so great start to the ‘high’ tackle
count, he was always there to defend and eventually was able to compose himself and develop a great
‘low’ tackling skill-set that took him to the lead of the tackles each week. His super speed saw Declan step
and run past the defence to be our top try scorer. Solid effort and we can’t wait to see what you can do
next year.

Harrison McKell: Harrison’s dedication to the game of football is impressive. Sleeping in his footy gear
and plenty of tackle practice in the backyard has definitely worked wonders in all areas of improvement.
Always willing to please and do his best, he is a joy to have on the field and at training. A great start to his
debut year.

Caleb Petersen: Rugby league is what seems to go hand in hand with Caleb. His no fear approach and
tough exterior are something that will have the opposition backing down in years to come. A great all-
rounder, Caleb was up there in the tackle count every week and also had the power to get through the
defence and make great meters. We don’t want to lose you to the Under 7’s next year, but know you
have found what you love to do and look forward to hearing your name in the future. Great job.
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Drew Prior: Drew was always keen to get involved and his confidence on the field improved with each
game. A great little runner of the ball and not shy to get in there and tackle, Drew was a player you could
rely on to give it his all. Fantastic season and we look forward to watching what you will achieve next
year.

Sebastian Russell: This is one happy fella who really just loves to play footy and enjoys training with his
mates. He took up the role as first receiver for the majority of the year, but it was only in the later stages
of training that we really saw what Seb could do when he ran with the ball. His size and solid running
efforts are a great combination that will see him develop some fine football skills. Definitely sad to see
this guy move up to Under 7’s next year, but we know he has great potential.

Kai Summerland: Our baby of the team, only turning 5 in September, has really come out of his shell and
shown to all that he can definitely hold his own on the field. With great running, his pace and power saw
him dodge through the opponents. Kai’s tackling skills have improved immensely with plenty of tackles
completed in each game. I can’t wait to see what he will produce next year.

Club President John Grealy (centre) with club men Steve Wilson and Andrew “Eggy” Brown.
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UNDER 6 BLUE (Div 1)

Back Row: Laura Phillips (Manager), Peter Munn (Coach), Gary Phillips (Trainer), Michael Ceissman (Trainer)
Middle Row: Alexander Ganeme, Nash Smith, Michael Kitiona, Dylan Phillips, Khoda Rundle, Tyler Munn, Darcy
De Meur
Front Row: Daniel Maric, Nicholas Passarelli, Joshua Hanney, Rory Wilson

MANAGER’S REPORT

At the end of last year I had already made up my mind and wanted to be a part of St. Christopher's JRLFC
again. I couldn't wait to get started again as manager. It was another fun-filled year, with most of the
boys from our team returning from last year and four new players. This was a good little team that
showed encouragement to each other, as each of these boys developed their own skills over the season.

I'd like to thank the coach Peter Munn, and the trainers, Gary Phillips and Michael Ceissman. Without all
of your hard work, patience, and endless encouragement, these boys wouldn't have improved with each
week and developed their skills over the season.

A big thank you to the parents that helped out running the lines, BBQ duties, canteen duties and raffles.
Every little part helps.

Also the most important thank you goes to the Club’s committee who put so much time and work into
our Club and keep things running as smoothly as they do.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Darcy De Meur: Good old twinkle toes - great effort this year. I still remember a game at the start of the
year where you did a good old fashion tackle around the legs and you were so proud of yourself. Well
done.

Alexander Ganeme: Watching this kid grow has been exciting - from trying to run around the opposition
at the start of the year to hitting it up like a front rower by the end of the season. Excellent work.

Joshua Hanney: Great little runner who scored himself a great try this year, and big tackles. Good work
mate.

Michael Kitiona: Well, didn't something click inside him half-way through the season? Scoring a great try
and some awesome one on one tackles.

Daniel Maric: I have enjoyed watching this kid grow into a great little footy player over the past couple
of years. I will miss not coaching you next year.

Tyler Munn: Great work this year mate. I was concerned with you playing in 6-1s this year and it was
great to see you hold your own being the youngest player in the team and getting 8 tries over the season.
Well done buddy.

Nicholas Passarelli: From his tackling to his straight and hard hit ups, he has put in a great effort this
year. Excellent season mate.

Dylan Phillips: Great little dummy half. He knew that when it was last tackle it was his turn to run. He
knew how to find the try line getting four tries across the line. Keep up the good work mate.

Khoda Rundle: Well, when his game was on, it was really on. His bone crunching tackles were really
exciting to watch as well as his line breaks with thirteen tries over the season. Good work.

Nash Smith: Good work mate. For your first season you were certainly impressive. Thanks for a great
year.

Rory Wilson: The gentle giant. With a little help from his team mates, made some good metres this year.
He wasn't bad with the boot either, converting a few goals. Well done mate.
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UNDER 7 WHITE (Div 2)

Back Row: Andrew Martin (Trainer), Steve Klem (Coach), Antony Gitsham (Manager)
Middle Row: Zacaria Taleb, Jake Bender, Cooper Martin
Front Row: Rhys Gitsham, Max Zanbaka, Brodie-Jay Penman, Kristian Zanbaka, Aaron Klem, Ethan Jennings,
Alexander Bruno
Absent: Christopher Ayoub

COACH’S REPORT

This was my second year coaching this team, and like last year it proved to be a very fulfilling and
rewarding experience. This year we lost four players from last year’s roster and gained five very handy
replacements which complemented our side perfectly.

We had a very balanced side that proved to be very competitive against some of the top sides, with a few
narrow losses and a couple of good wins. The highlight of the year would have to be how the kids put into
practice some of the set plays practiced at training, which was pretty impressive considering their young
age. It’s a big jump from 6s to 7s where the coach is no longer on the field and the kids were able to
adapt to this by being able to organise their attack and defence.

I would like to thank Antony and Peta Gitsham for their efforts throughout the year as Manager/s, and
also the awesome action photos you took and printed for all the boys - which were good enough to make
Rugby League Week’s front cover. Thanks to our trainer Andrew Martin who helped out with training and
running the H2O throughout the year - you would have made Bobby Boucher proud! I would also like to
thank and acknowledge Dave Bender (B & L Smash Repairs) for sponsoring the team and purchasing the
jerseys so the kids could keep them.
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I would like to thank all the parents for supporting the team and those who helped doing BBQ and
Canteen, and Frank Bruno for his unbiased touch judge work throughout the year. Most of all I’d like to
thank all the boys in the team for being a great bunch of kids that gave it their best each week. I hope to
see you all back again next year running around for the mighty Saints.

MANAGER’S REPORT

Not a season of many wins this year, but the boys still enjoyed it and all improved throughout the season.
Training was well attended and they certainly did not lack enthusiasm on game day. Again our team
seemed to be the smallest in the league, so each week our boys tackled hard against much larger
opposition, but at no point did they lose heart. Every player grew over the season and it was great to see
at times a full team organised and sharing the runs and defending as one line.

I would like to thank my wife Peta, without her communication to parents for game times and venues we
would not have been so organised and on time. To the parents that helped with training, running the
line, BBQ and canteen duties and coming down the Diggers to sell raffle tickets, I thank you. I would like
to remind other parents that this Club is run by volunteers so that our children can play an organised
team sport from which they get so much enjoyment and develop their social and footy skills. We all have
busy lives, but if we all hid from helping out, the footy club would not exist for our kids.

Finally a huge thank you to Steve Klem and Andrew Martin who gave up so much of their time to train
our kids week in week out, and show the patience (that I do not possess) to develop our boys’ skills and
understanding of the game. Finally thanks once again to the Club and the committee, and regular
volunteers who ensure we are a part of a very organised and social footy club.

PLAYER PROFILES

Christopher Ayoub: Each round Chris showed improvement in his understanding of the game. A strong
player with potential to bust the defencing line on every run. Straighter runs next season could surely see
Christopher contend for a top try scorer.

Jake Bender: Once again this kid lived up to his name ‘Bruiser Bender’. A slow start to the season with
his confidence, but as this improved week after week, he proved to be unstoppable. Choosing to either
run through the defence or around them with his pace, Jake turned out to be a try scoring machine, but
also showed great courage with his tackling.

Alexander Bruno: Early in the season, Alexander was a standout player every round, showing a great
understanding of the game and knowing where to find the gaps. With his pace and step, Alexander
proved to be a hard kid to tackle. Again the defensive ability shown by Alexander was brilliant and many
try saving tackles were made.

Rhys Gitsham: Considering he did not want to sign-up for footy at the start of the season, Rhys improved
week after week after gaining his confidence back. Finally believing in his pace and scoring a number of
tries towards the tail end of the season. A great tackler when he put his mind to it. Concentration on
defence could see Rhys grow into a great little player.

Ethan Jennings: Ethan showed a great understanding of the game and of what needed to be done.
Again, greatly improving from the start of the season and making a few spectacular runs towards the end
of the season, showing skill and pace.

Aaron Klem: Aaron’s ability and flat-out approach to the game makes him a tackling machine and a hard
kid to pull down when attacking. Aaron improved as the season progressed and towards the end he was
the best tackler in the team.
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Cooper Martin: Being one of our taller boys in the team, Cooper lived up to his size proving to be hard to
stop once he got his speed up. He has a great understanding of the game and is a great tackler. Cooper
has lots of potential when he understands his size and power.

Brodie-Jay Penman: From the first game of the season, Brodie showed great skills and pace. He was a
great listener at training and always keen to learn. Brodie was a hard kid to catch with his step and speed
and was also great at the cover tackle.

Zacharia Taleb: A very good season for Zac. He showed great tackling skills and was always the first
player up in defence. A strong runner who ran straight more than most and always gave 100%.

Kristian Zanbaka: A passionate player who always strived for perfection. Kristian had a great
understanding of the game and was dangerous at dummy-half runs. Smaller than most on the field, but
this would not stop him from tackling the bigger boys.

Max Zanbaka: Max, like his brother, is very passionate about his footy and could read the game as well
as any NRL dummy half. A very effective play-maker for his age, combined with quick pace and great
tackling skills.

Photobooth shots from
Saints Annual Ball
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UNDER 7 BLUE (Div 1)

Back Row: Michael Mooney (Trainer), Itula Seve, Alison Renton (Manager), Riley Todd-Bonselaar, Jon Wilson
(Coach)
Middle Row: Thomas Scott, Zeedan Wilson, Isaac Mooney, Noah Weir, Patrick Forrester, Lucas Pengue
Front Row: Lachlan Burke, Matthew Fitzgerald, Edwin Carrera

MANAGER’S REPORT

There were players that had come up from different grades, players from other clubs, and players that
had not even played rugby league before… not to mention there was a new coach. This was the
formation of the Under 7 Blue’s 2014. This was going to be a learning curve for everyone. The trials were
not that successful. Going by the size of the opposition compared to these boys and the fact that this was
a new team, we thought we were going to be in for a long season. How wrong we were!

From the beginning of the season right to the very end, this team gelled. They continued to improve, not
only on the field, but at training too. The thirst for learning the game and its fundamentals at training
along with the desire to want to get out there and try their hardest every week and win was apparent.

This was a very successful season - they had a couple of draws and were only beaten by 2 teams. They
were also selected to play in the elusive “Tommy Bishop” Shield. It was an honor for this team to be good
enough to have been selected to play. There were a few injuries during the year, nothing too life-
threatening and nothing that the old the magic water didn’t fix on the field.

This team has a great deal of potential. The players have a lot of raw talent and I am sure will be very
successful in their future years. It has been a pleasure to have been involved in the management of this
team and watching their game and their skills develop from the very first game to the last.
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We would like to thank this team’s supporters this year. From getting these boys to training and to
games, to running up the sidelines in the rain holding flags up, to helping out in the canteen and on the
BBQ and filling in whilst we weren’t always there. Thanks everyone!

PLAYER PROFILES

Itula Seve - This was Itula’s first year playing for St. Christopher’s. Itula is a big boy who knows how to run
hard and fast and always used his size to his advantage. A fantastic season by Itula who was one of the
high try scorers in the team and in the competition throughout the year.

Lachlan Burke: Lachie is an integral part of the team and always put his body on the line to either make a
tackle or score a try. Lachie has pace and wasn’t afraid to use it, scoring and stopping many tries this
season. He reads the game well and his skills increased rapidly week after week. A very impressive year
for Lachie who also managed to be one of the high try scorers in the competition.

Lucas Pengue: One of the smaller players in the team, though this never held Lucas back. Lucas showed
no fear and would consistently put his body on the line to make copybook tackles. A quick scoot from
dummy half over the try line would often leave the opposition stunned.

Matthew Fitzgerald: This was Matthews first year playing. One of the bigger boys in the team,
Matthews’s skills continued to develop throughout the season through his consistent learning at training.
Matthew made many metres through his strong running and for his first season at playing, he did well.

Patrick Forrester: Patrick is a real go-getter. He is small yet fast, he knows how to tackle, is a great
ballplayer and has a lot of natural skill. Patrick is a true leader of the game, always following instructions
from the bench and displaying leadership on the field by directing the team and the play.

Riley Todd-Bonselaar: Another big boy here. When Riley puts his mind on the job, he realizes that his
size and strength are going to stop the opposition and also get him over the line, which it often did.

Edwin Carrera: Week in, week out, Eddie’s game improved. He tackled strongly and made some
excellent runs gaining many metres for the team. A valuable utility in the team who was always willing to
put in a big effort.

Thomas Scott: Tommy is an enthusiastic player who also showed vast improvement in his game as the
season went on. Tommy is a real little nugget and wasn’t afraid to tackle. When he got the ball he also
made some ground making runs, managing to score a few points along the way.

Noah Weir: Noah’s skills developed throughout the year and although Noah is little in size, when he got
the ball he knew how to run, making great field position for the team.

Zeedan Wilson: New to St. Christopher’s, but not the game, Zeedan's natural skill and ability shone
through. Being one of the smaller boys on the field he continually put his body on the line to make many
try saving cover tackles. He reads the play well and showed great leadership on the field.

Isaac Mooney: Another new player to St. Christopher’s this year, Isaac was always trying to break the
line up the centre which was not always allowing his natural speed to show. A great support player in
offence making many offloads leading to tries scored and assisting tackles for his teammates.
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UNDER 8 GREEN (Div 3)

Back Row: Bill Elesh (Coach), Dave McAndrew (Manager), Michael Allworth (Trainer)
Middle Row: Oscar Sullivan, Nash Allworth, Josh Dunn
Front Row: Lucas McAndrew, Logan Lake, Oscar Wotherspoon, Christian Morris-Wolring, Mohammed Elesh,
Thomas Patterson, Kye Mohi
Absent: Barry Sullivan (Trainer)

MANAGER’S REPORT

Wow! What a Season! When I was asked to be manager, I thought “oh this should be easy”. JD forgot to
mention everything I had to do!

We ended up with a few new players to the Club as well as our team and the game. After watching the
boys at training there was mixed feelings on how we would gell together as a team. Looking back now I
can see how wrong I was. That last game compared to the first few was a great surprise to myself, our
coach, trainers and the parents. They got it! They finally got it! Going from boys who didn’t know what
they were doing to boys who scored tries and kicked goals.

Our stand-out players this season were Josh, scoring tries in almost every single game played, and Lucas
being our star converter.

A big thanks you to my team, Bill (Coach), Baz and Mick (trainers). You guys made my job so much easier.
I think with your ongoing assistance, they are a team to watch in the future.
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A special mention to our parents, grandparents and others who came each game to “cheer” the boys on,
yelling encouragement from the sidelines. They can hear you (so can the main street in Revesby). Thanks
to those parents who jumped on the BBQ and canteen duties at each home game.

Thank you to St Christopher’s Committee for standing by our boys and the countless hours of planning
and effort that we don’t see. I am proud that my son has a future playing for this Club.

PLAYER PROFILES

Nash Allworth: What a difference twelve months makes! He can now force himself into the tackle, his
confidence from last year shines through, as proven when he scored some tries. Well done Nash.

Joshua Dunn: Well for a kid who has never played our game before, where did this kid come from? Tries
every game, tackles and a little speed demon to boot. What else can this boy do? Great work this season
Josh.

Mohammed Elesh: Another newbie to the club, Mohammed was quick with the ball and even quicker
with his legs, dodging players and scoring tries.

Logan Lake: Logan, I feel, is the little heart of this team. His passion of the game radiates to all the team.
We love his little happy try dance after every try.

Lucas McAndrew: What a difference we have seen in Lucas. Lucas is our kicker, converting about 90% of
the attempts he makes. Scoring his own tries as well.

Kye Mohi: Kye had a bit of a quiet season this year, but when he was there he made it known with his
little side steps, helping out his team with setting up tries.

Christian Morris-Wolring: Christian completely enjoyed himself this season. He was given confidence
boosts being one of the veteran’s, always helping out his team mates with tackling and scoring tries.

Thomas Patterson: Thomas had a great season this year. With the help of Baz, Thomas scored tries due
to the “Secret Move”. Always watching for spaces, Thomas took advantage and crossed the line.

Oscar Sullivan: Sully Sully Sully! When kids pass comment about Oscar when he’s running towards you,
that tells you something. Oscar isn’t fast, but man when he has that ball and that look on his face, just
step aside because Sully is coming through.

Oscar Wotherspoon: He almost scored his first try, missed out by the tips of his fingers. I think it took a
while for Oscar to start to enjoy our game, but I think we got there in the end.
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UNDER 8 WHITE (Div 2)

Standing: Dave Raish (Trainer), Damon Taufa, Dean Stapleton (Coach), Patrick Delinicolis, Kellie Stapleton
(Manager)
Seated: Cameron OShea, Benjamin Pittman, Logan Collinet, Harrison Holmes, Taj Stapleton, Mark Bishara,
Zach Maarbani, Marcus Khoury, Daniel Raish,
Absent: Lucas Cassar, Sean Khoury (Trainer)

COACH’S REPORT

This was my first year of coaching rugby league and I must say I was a little tentative at the beginning, but
after a few training sessions with Sean and the boys, I was confident we could do well this year. My goal
was to win eight of the seventeen games as we had to play the top five teams twice, which was always
going to be a challenge.

I had three goals for myself as a Coach this year and they were:-
(1) Instilling team spirit in the boys and setting foundations for the Club’s culture
(2) Participation and involvement for all players
(3) Improving core skills such as passing, kicking and tackling.

I couldn’t have asked for a more enthusiastic bunch of boys who put-in week in, week out, against some
bigger, stronger and faster teams. We grew as a team throughout the year and by the halfway mark the
boys had shown a lot of improvement, especially in their willingness to defend their line.

Unfortunately in Round 11, Lucas Cassar took a heavy knock making a try saving tackle against Sports and
broke his arm, putting him out for the rest of the season. I’m certain if Lucas was running around with the
boys over those last seven games, we would have come away with a few more wins.

The boys had to learn a few more rules about the game this year and I’m sure this has prepared them for
the big switch to Mod footy next season.
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We finished the year off with a draw and it was kind of fitting, as we had some great battles with similar
ranked teams. One of the highlights of the year for me was when the boys got their chance to sing the
team song and huddle as a group. That’s what coaching and team sport is all about.

From me, special thanks must go to Sean Khoury and David Raish for their endless help as trainers and for
also filling in as coach when I couldn’t be there due to work commitments. It was a team effort and
without you guys the boys wouldn’t have learnt as much. You both guided me through the season with
your prior knowledge and experience as it was all new to me and I thank you very much for a great
season and look forward to working with you both again in the future.

Thanks to Kellie Stapleton, my better half, who managed the team well and kept all the parents informed
of the team and Club news. It’s sometimes a tireless job, however you do it so well and made the team
run like clockwork all year. Thanks!

Both Kellie and I would like to thank all the parents for their involvement in this very special little team
we have in the 8 White’s. To those who willingly helped with the scoring whilst Kellie couldn’t make it, in
particular Amanda Khoury, touch judges and BBQ duties. It made both Kellie’s and my job a whole lot
easier and really was evident when we had home games as we had an abundance of parents willing to
help. Thanks so much.

Looking forward to seeing you all back again next year for another successful season at Rugby League
with this great Club we have.

Lastly, a big thank you to the Club committee for running the Club so smoothly and making our job as
coaches, trainers and managers that much easier. Thank you.

PLAYER PROFILES

Mark Bishara: The giant of the team who managed on several occasions to carry four and five players
down the field. Mark always put-in at training and on game day and was a pleasure to coach. A great
sense of humour, loads of character and always up for a laugh. Keep up the great effort Mark.

Lucas Cassar: A great eye for the game and always showed a lot of dedication in defence. Lucas would
often carve up the opposition with his great footwork and silky skills. Lucas is a natural with the footy in
his hands and plays what’s in front of him. A big future for this kid.

Logan Collinet: This was Logan’s first year with the Saints coming across the river from Moorebank, and
what a pick-up he was. He was our top try scorer, putting in some classy performances towards the back
end of the season. Logan has all the makings of a great halfback. Great season Logan.

Patrick Delinicolis: Patrick missed the first four rounds of the season due to a pre-season broken arm.
Always willing to have a go and was one of our best defensive players towards the back end of the year.
Well done mate and keep up the good work. Clickity Click.

Harrison Holmes: This kid has more heart than a pack of cards. A relentless tackler who fears no-one.
Harrison had a great season, crossing the line plenty of times with his natural pace and ability to find the
open spaces. Don’t be surprised if you see Harrison in a NSW Blues jersey in 2028.

Marcus Khoury: By far the most passionate player in the team. His knowledge of the game is
unsurpassed and knows how to sniff-out a try when it’s on offer. Always led us out with the team song
and who knows, we may see him on “The Kids Voice” one day. Well done on a great year mate.

Zachariah Maarbani: Zac was a key part of our side this year, an eagerness to play footy and great
tackling technique. Zac found the line a few times and could have crossed for plenty more if not for that
dreaded sideline. Always smiling and enjoying himself and a pleasure to train. Keep up the big hits buddy.
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Cameron OShea : Cameron’s first year at rugby league as he came across from soccer. He was welcomed
by his new team mates and always had a go. Has a nice little step when he gets going and once those
core skills are in place, Cam will really turn it on. A pleasure to train and always shows respect to his
fellow players and coaching staff.

Benjamin Pittman: What a great year Ben had in his first year playing the game and you could see he
had been watching the game closely over the years. Loads of pace, confidence and ability, which in turn
created a hunger for the try line. Ben made some really nice tackles this year and I would have to say he
was one of our most improved players in 2014.

Daniel Raish: From a good bloodline and this year displayed plenty of that ability. One of the leaders of
our team and was always there to rally the troops when we were down. He showed great leadership
qualities alongside team spirit, always patting the boys on the back after a big tackle or try, qualities as a
parent you are proud of in your children. He was great at picking the holes and running straight through
them. Keep up the hard work Danny and I’m sure there’s a big pre-season ahead.

Taj Stapleton: One of our Prop-forwards this year, leading the way with his tackles on the big boys. Taj
was one of our most improved in defence from last year and is showing signs of a great footballer. He
crossed the line for a few this year and converted just as many. Well done champ on a great year.

Damon Taufa: If you wanted someone in the trenches with you, you would pick this guy. Damon showed
great character this year and was always there for the big tackles. Fell short of the line a few times
thinking the chalk was right there. Made some great breaks which led to some exciting tries. Always
keeping the boys amused and on their toes.

Looking sharp, Kevin Shanahan and Maureen Parnell
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UNDER 8 BLUE (Div 1)

Back Row: Damien Rowles (Trainer), Grant Hanratty (Coach), Warren Metcalfe (Manager), Tony Porter
(Trainer)
Middle Row (Standing): Adrien Safi, Mitchell Rowles, Cody Metcalfe, Matthew Maric
Middle Row (Seated): Kian Todd-Bonselaar, Fred Safi, Jack Hanratty, Ellias Papadopoulos, Daniel Louka, Zac
Porter
Front Row: Hayden Metcalfe, James Safi

MANAGER’S REPORT

2014 has been an interesting year for our team, the 8 Blues. We had the players, the skill and the talent
to not only compete, but be at the top of our league. The signs were good and we got better and better,
but it just wasn’t consistent on the paddock each and every week.

Our season can be defined by the term “C.O.M.M.I.T.M.E.N.T”. Some weeks we come out to play footy
but most weeks we didn’t. Our opposition exploited the poor discipline of our defensive and offensive
lines, running-up out of line, or not pushing-up leaving gaps. Our lack of enthusiasm, lack of tackling and
our lack of line-work were characteristics of our games week-to-week.

The highlight of our season was our second round game against Moorebank. It was probably our best
game of the season by everyone! The whole team were there to play. Our boys tackled blokes twice their
size and at times it took our entire team to tackle their big blokes. It was an awesome sight to see and
was our inspiration for 2014.
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Thank you to our Coach, Grant Hanratty, for the dedication and commitment to the team, and to his
support staff, Tony and Damien and to the parents for being there for their kids.

PLAYER PROFILES

Grant “Super Coach” Hanratty: Grant’s experience and dedication is invaluable. He tried to instil pride
and respect in ourselves and our football. Each and every one of us needs to focus and concentrate and
to do the simple things that he teaches. He wanted all of you to prove it out there on the field.

Jack “Is there anything I can’t do?” Hanratty: Jack was our most consistent and enthusiastic player every
week. He ran strong and hard and took on the leadership role when we needed it most. His hard running
and tackling was inspirational on the field. Jack was one of our leaders: vocal, able to organise the troops
and rally them when the team needed it the most. He set the tone and the plays and was a prolific scorer.
His instinct and knowledge of the game is world class.

Daniel “The Axe” Louka: Daniel provided great support with his runs and he pulled off some awesome
tackles. He is nicknamed “The Axe” for good reasons, but it was his maturity where he rose head and
shoulders above the rest. He knew when to distribute the ball and when to run.

Matthew “Monster Truck” Maric: Matthew made strong determined drives all game. When he got a
run-up, nothing could stop him. Just like a monster truck, he ran over the top of the opposition again and
again. He was one of our big men who made the yards and got us over the advantage line. His attitude
was no fuss, no complaints. And he continued to do what was asked of him.

Cody “I wanna do it like the pros” Metcalfe: As a player, Cody was one of our leaders directing the
traffic, the plays and making runs. He was able to set the tone and the plays for our big men to make the
yards and get us over the advantage line. Cody also pulled off some awesome tackles as the last line of
defence and turned defence into attack by moving-up off the line.

Hayden “The Hammer” Metcalfe: Hayden was our quiet achiever. He’s there when you need him. Give
him the ball and he will run and carry two or three blokes on his back another meter or so. He’s there to
clean-up the mess and keep taking the team forward.

Ellias “When I hit you, don’t get up” Papadopoulos: There has been no bigger hits on the field this year
than those by this young bloke. Ellias has punched above his weight in many games and tackled some of
the biggest blokes on the field by himself. Ellias loves to run, tackle and to score. There’s nothing this kid
won’t do.

Zac “Power” Porter: Zac is our utility player. Whenever you need him, he’s there. Wherever you need
him, he’s there. Zac is a player who will hold his own on the fringes and then explode when nobody
expects it. He has scored a couple of great tries this year and pulled off some spectacular tackles.

Mitchell “The Running and Tackling Machine” Rowles: Mitchell was outstanding with his tackling and
hit ups. Mitchell is one of our hardest players. He will tackle anything that comes his way, and he will run
and hit the line again and again. He gave out just as hard as he got, and he gave more than he received -
trust me. When this bloke was on fire, our team was destined to win.

Adrien “Bash ‘em Up” Safi: Adrian had an outstanding year this year. He excelled in his tackles and
scored plenty of tries to compliment his game. Adrien had no fear. He never backed away and never gave
up. If there was a tackle to be made, he made it. If there was a ball to hit up, he was the man for it.
Adrien lead by example and should be applauded for his efforts this year.

Fred “Like Father Like Son” Safi: Fred has no Fears. He is a player of pure passion and loves to smash a
bloke in a tackle and then look to his Dad for a nod of a “Job well done.” Fred plays for himself, his mates
and his family. He will take a hit and then get straight back up to give it back to them, but harder. He
proves there are no tears on the fields, except from the opposition.
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James “Smash ‘em Up” Safi: James is the second part of the dynamic duo. When he and his brother are
on, it’s like two raging bulls as they tackle, run and score. It’s almost like they are competing against each
other on the field to see who can tackle harder, who can run harder, and who wants to win more. James’
footy improved remarkably over the season and his potential is unlimited.

Kian “You’re Making me Angry, Aaaaagghh” Todd-Bonselaar: Kian is a player of pure heart and desire
to win. He loves his footy and it shows on the field. By the end of the season Kian recognised his role as a
central play maker. He runs well and took on the leadership role when the team needed him to. He ran
hard and tackled whatever came his way. His attitude is demonstrated by the game against Bankstown
Sports - after he got hurt, Kian got back to the line, screamed out “Aaaaagh” and charged straight back to
tackle the ball carrier.

Action shots from the Under 8-1’s game at half
time of an NRL first grade fixture under lights.
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UNDER 9 Div 3 – GRAND FINALISTS

Back Row: Leigh Killorn (Trainer), Sam Chami (Coach), Graham McCutcheon (Manager), Michael Cutrupi
(Trainer), Tony Porter (Trainer)
Middle Row: Youssef Maarbani, Xavier Zanzoul, Cooper Sutton, Chris Nandan, Daniel McCutcheon, Hussein
Chami,
Front Row: Cooper Hanney, Ryan Porter, Tarley Killorn, Bailey Julian, Kye Websdale, Matthew Cutrupi,
Nouredeen Bahsa, Jayden Shields

MANAGER’S REPORT

What a season. I am sure I speak for all the parents when I say how proud we were of all the boys and
their efforts this year, taking the fight all the way to the grand final. The boys week after week turned up,
worked hard and played together to have a lot of fun and win a lot of games.

At the beginning of the year we started with a team of 15, and certainly some issues to work through. A
testament to the Club was we had nine boys returning for another year, a couple who seen the light and
defected from rival clubs, and a couple of boys new to the game. Training at the beginning of year had its
fair share of “battle of wills” between the boys and the coach, as the boys tried to find their place in the
team, but as always Coach Sam reigned supreme and slowly moulded the group of boys into a solid team.

This was our first year in Mod rule,s and after sitting-out the first game with a forfeit, the boys were
revved-up. When we finally got to run out in our first game they looked absolutely lost with so many
players on the bigger field, but they quickly adapted and took out our first of many wins for the year. This
set the scene for most of the season with the boys going 12 rounds with only one loss, and most of the
games with big margins. Our solid defence across the field was the cornerstone of our game, and when
given half a chance the boys would either smash through their line or run through a gap to pile on the
points. Unfortunately towards the end of the season the wheels fell off for a while with us losing 3 of the
last 4 games, and having to face the comp leaders in the first final. The boys lifted to a new level in the
finals and fought hard in the first final against the minor premiers Broncos to take out our first win
against them for the year, sending us straight to the Grand Final. The Grand final was 35 mins of hard
slogging and the boys did themselves proud, and with only five minutes to go it was anyone’s match.
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Unfortunately it didn’t go our way, and we finished a proud second for the season. But there’s always
next year…

Throughout the season the boys bonded well and became great mates. This showed on the field, they
had each other’s back. They cheered for each other when they scored, and supported each other when
things went wrong. The boys through the year all developed into their positions within the team,
whether it was hard running and tackling in the centres, or quick dashes and try saving tackles on the
sideline. Every week we would see another one of the boys stand out in their own way, bringing value to
the team. It was great to see that throughout the season the boys showed real commitment to
whomever they played, showing real courage against some big players, and never giving up. By the end
of the year the boys had developed into a great team, having a lot of fun, and supporting everyone in the
team. Well done.

Having such a great year is a real testament to the parents and their involvement. Firstly, Sam our coach
who did a great job with the boys. Starting with a mix of experience and skill in the boys, he developed
their game and their behaviours as a great team. Despite some testing times and many laps of the field,
his hard but fair approach kept the boys in line and focused on the game. Thanks also to our trainers,
Michael, Leigh, and Tony who did a great job of developing the boys and keeping Sam under control. To
all the parents who got the boys to training and the games each week, and did a great job helping out at
the Club and the raffles, without your involvement and commitment we would not have the great team
that we do. Finally many thanks to John Grealy and all the Club committee and volunteers that make
St Christopher’s the great Club that it is.

PLAYER PROFILES

Nouredeen Bahsa: Nouradeen plays with much courage and could always be depended upon across the
field. Nicknamed “The Axe” for his crippling tackles, his defence was second to none. If the opposition
made a break he would come screaming across the field to stop the other team in their tracks. In attack
he would smash the opposition’s wing to add valuable tries.

Hussein Chami: Hussein is a seasoned player and has been solid in attack and defence. He has embodied
the mateship within the team, always looking after his team mates when things were tough. Hussein
plays with a lot of passion and particularly towards the end of the season showed his true grit, going after
the opposition, shutting them down before they could run.

Matthew Cutrupi: Matthew is a highly valuable player to our team with his experience and capabilities in
the game. Throughout the season Mathew continued to play well and towards the back-end really came
out of his shell and smashed the opposition with diving tackles. His ability to step, bounce and slide
though the opposition to score tries was truly amazing.

Cooper Hanney: Cooper came to us from a rival club and is a coach’s dream player. He is always ready to
train and play, and listens to every word without question. Cooper came into his own in the second half
of the season when he learnt to run with the power of his body, and tackled like a bulldozer. A great
forward with real heart and passion.

Bailey Julian: Bailey is another transfer from a rival club. Bailey played and trained from day one with
such enthusiasm. He always grabbed any gap the opposition gave him and converted many into points.
His versatility across the field made him a highly valuable member of the team, making some big tackles
when we needed it.

Tarley Killorn: Tarley’s was the quite achiever of the team. Never has a lot to say, but you could always
depend on him in the backs. In defence you could always rely on him to guard his wing, in attack he made
some incredible weaving runs to get his team across the line. Towards the end on the season Tarley’s
ability to combine with the other backs showed what the team is capable of when they move the ball
around.
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Youssef Maarbani: Youssef is one of our most skilled players, coming from playing with the two’s last
year. His ability to bounce and slip through the opposition and get across the try line was amazing to
watch, making him our highest try scorer for the year. As the year went on and Youssef learnt from the
coach, and lowered his attack, he really developed as an invaluable team member

Daniel McCutcheon: Daniel started the year strong, and was invaluable in the centres as he ran onto the
ball with gusto to smash the opposition defence. As the year went on he picked up some solid skills in
defence, and when he was on would be hard to get around. A solid player who always trained hard and
then took it to the game.

Christopher Nandan: Christopher was new to the game and in his first year has learnt at an incredible
rate, always willing to listen at training and then take it to the game. As the season progressed
Christopher really started to stand out as solid defender. After some work with his soccer skills
Christopher also turned into a great kicker who, when given a chance, could kick the ball mile.

Ryan Porter: Ryan was the cornerstone of the team, bringing the team in behind him as he co-ordinated
the play. Ryan’s touch with his kicks was incredible, often finding the sideline from the kick off, or some
beautifully weighed fifth tackle kicks that found our wingers for a try. Later in the season Ryan also
showed how to combine in the backs to run and pass around the opposition to score some hard earned
tries.

Jayden Shields: Jayden came to us from Moorebank and from day one proved his skills on the field. As
our highest point scorer for the season, Jayden was a solid all round player with solid attack which lead to
many tries, and our most accurate goal kicker. In defence he played a key role bringing down many a fast
runner.

Cooper Sutton: Cooper played an important role as half back and did a great job of feeding the ball out
to the teams attack. Cooper is ever enthusiastic about his footy, being first to training and always trying
his hardest. As the season progressed so did his skills and he pulled-off some great tackles at key times in
the game.

Kye Websdale: Kye has progressed well through the season, improving his tackling skills week on week.
His courage in attack is unmatched as he went to take on some of the biggest opposition players head on,
and never backing away. One of the most celebrated tries of the season was when Kye scored his first try,
with the whole team running in to congratulate him.

Xavier Zanzoul: Xavier was another boy new to the game, with size in the forwards to make a big
difference to the team. As he steadily improved each week, the highlight was when he discovered how to
use his power against a tough Sports side, as he barrelled through their defence play after play. Xavier’s
tackling is also a true weapon, when he is on he hits harder than anyone in the comp.
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UNDER 9 Div 1

Back Row: Charlie Assaf (Trainer), Chris Zanbaka (Manager), Oscar Moseley, Murray Hardy (Trainer), Fanafou
Seve, Anthony Sahyoun (Coach), Mark Boyne (Trainer)
Middle Row: Thomas Forrester, Owen Millar, Peter Assaf, Jack Zanbaka, Alexander Alkhair, Dean Armstrong
Front Row: Marcus Sahyoun, Murray Hardy, Kian Boyne, Joshua Trevitt, Toto’a Lynch
Absent: Hayden Swibel

COACH'S REPORT

I can't believe how fast the year has gone. This year our aim was to close the gap on the top sides. This
required a commitment to our defence and tackling technique. It was our primary focus this year along
with putting some attacking structures in place that had been absent in previous years. In summary, we
achieved our first aim of closing the gap by beating two of the top sides, whilst being very competitive in
our other games. Our second aim was to improve our attitude in defence and tackling technique. This
was a marked improvement on previous years, however we need to put it together consistently. With
time and confidence this will come. Finally our attacking structure was slow in coming together, but in
our final game against table topping Chester Hill (who had only been beaten by one team all season) the
persistence and signs were there for all to see. This was by far our most complete performance. Boys, if
you play like that every week, no one will beat you.

To my players, I am very proud of you and it was a pleasure coaching you and watching you improve
throughout the year. To my trainers, Charlie Assaf and Mark Boyne and manager Chris Zanbaka, I don't
know what I would have done without your support and more importantly your friendship. On behalf of
myself and the boys, thank you for everything.

See all next year. Go Saints.
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MANAGER’S REPORT

Again, as I write this report for the fourth year running for this team, I want to point out what a pleasure
it was to be involved with a great bunch of boys and their families. A team is built on respect and trust,
and each and every child in this side has those qualities instilled in them from their wonderful families.
This is a credit to each parent for committing your children to play in a team environment, and
supporting them through it. So thank you to each and every child in this side and parents for your
dedication throughout this season.

I also would like to thank coach Anthony Sahyoun for all he has done for the side. From dedicating his
time on and off the field, the research of coaching drills, the passion to gain success, and also his
commitment to help not only with rugby league, but also by organising things to do for the team outside
of football, like our day out at Putt Putt golf.

Another major thank you goes out to the training staff of Charlie Assaf and Mark Boyne, as well as other
parents who helped along the way with training and game day like Murray Hardy, Tate Moseley and Sal
Seve just to name a few.

See you all next year and have a wonderful off-season, Christmas and New Year.

PLAYER PROFILES

Kian Boyne: Without doubt our most consistent performer. Tackling technique is very polished, but back
yourself more often and run to the line son.

Peter Assaf: Powerful runner, very threatening with the ball in hand. Hit the hole hard and no one will
stop you.

Oscar Moseley: A natural leader, when he is on fire our team is on fire. Next year work on your
consistency.

Owen Millar: Defensively very sound, great defender. Work on your running game.

Murray Hardy: Fantastic defender, copybook technique. Next year get more involved.

Jack Zanbaka: Huge improver this year, keep going son. Less bunny hopping mate and more running.

Fou Seve: Most damaging runner in the competition. Next year run straight and hard... and move up.

Tato’a Lynch: He never gives up, a lion heart. Keep listening and learning champion... no more running
towards the ruck.

Marcus Sahyoun: Very determined and a great team player. Stay positive and believe in yourself.

Tommy Forrester: A heart the size of a watermelon. He always gives a 150% and a thirst for knowledge.
A pleasure to coach.

Josh Trevitt: Great runner of the football. Work on your leg drive and you will be an unstoppable truck.

Alex Alkhair: Amazing step and acceleration, but you need to get more involved. You are a potential
match winner.

Dean Armstrong: I love your aggression and mongrel, your team needs to see it consistently.
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Hayden Swibel: We really missed your enthusiasm and efforts this year. Get well champ, the team can't
wait to have you back on deck.

Tom Smee (Under 11-2) proved his toughnesss
in a bloody encounter at Billy Dee.
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UNDER 10 Div 3

Back Row: Phill Wenham (Manager), Mark Field (Coach), Brian Rodoreda (Trainer)
Middle Row: Harrison Marsh, Saadi Kourouche, Jarred Torbay, Tommy Achram, Jake Mosley, Steven Coble
Front Row: Ryan Shears, Zac Mouwad, Jarrod Field, Connor Wenham, Bianca Cutrupi, Joseph Massih, Ky
Rodoreda, Liam Taufa

COACH’S REPORT

I love my junior rugby league and this year Brian kindly agreed to us swapping roles as coach and trainer.
I had forgotten how much more work was involved and I took the responsibility entrusted to me by the
Club and the parents to develop the players very seriously. From reviewing match stats to preparing
training sessions and game plans, I sat up at our dining room table with a pen and a pad most nights as if I
was coaching first grade. My wife may think I am mad, but I loved every minute of it and took great
pleasure from seeing the continuous development of the players and the team.

The Division 3 competition was a much stronger competition this year with ten teams, including four
teams that had dropped down from Division 2. We also copped the tough end of the draw, having to play
each of these teams twice and all four in the first five rounds. With five new players, four of whom had
never played before, and three others in only their second year of rugby league, it was always going to be
a tough task, but we quickly settled players into their best positions to best balance and suit the new
team structure. They all work very hard at training and showed plenty of commitment and effort from
the start of the season and we gelled well as a team.

On game day we improved every week and the players always gave 100%. We showed plenty of effort
and commitment to the team structures in attack and defence and competed well against some much
stronger opposition players. We may have only had a handful of wins, but the weekly score lines
throughout the year did not reflect how well we played as a team overall. Whenever we had our fair
share of possession we were the better team on the paddock. All year we never ever gave up and often
genuinely won the second half, including a great second half against Moorebank W who went on to win
the grand final. That showed we could compete with the best team in the competition. There were many
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highlights throughout the year, but what impressed me the most was the improvement in the team as a
whole and the skills development of all the players. I hope we see all of these players back next year.

I would like to thank all the players for their efforts and great work at training this year, and their parents
for getting them to training and the games each week. I would also like to thank the Club for all their
work, guidance and support throughout the year. A special thanks goes to Brian our trainer who has been
a great support to me all year and Phill our manager who has made the coaching job so much easier by
taking care of business. To Paul Torbay, our Stats man, your work was greatly appreciated in assisting the
coaching needs and all the parents who helped at training, with game day duties or financially, a very big
thank you.

PLAYER PROFILES

Tommy Achram: Our Mr Versatile, Tommy was an integral part of the team as he can cover every
position on the field competently. He moved seamlessly from the backs to the forwards and back again as
required throughout the year and during games. He was a pleasure to coach and always put in 100% at
training. With a good set of hands, size and speed, he continued to grow as a player and his tackling
technique greatly improved throughout the year to be one of our best defenders. Well done Tommy.

Steve Coble: Steve works really hard at training, always putting in 100% and is a pleasure to coach. He
gets through plenty of work in attack and loves to hit-up the ball hard and straight to get our attack on
the front foot. He is a strong runner and hard to stop and he keeps his legs pumping to gain as many
metres as possible. Well done Steve and keep up the good work.

Bianca Cutrupi: Bianca was our Miss Reliable, being our most consistent player throughout the year in
defence and showing the boys all year how to make strong front-on tackles. No one got past Bianca. She
soon found herself playing in the forwards to strengthen our defence in the middle and she showed her
toughness each week in attack and defence. Just as strong in attack, she scored a couple of handy tries.
One of my highlights was a good offload under pressure to Saadi in support to set up a try. Always a
pleasure at training, she always gave 100% and listened and took in everything that was said. Another
great season Bianca.

Jarrod Field: Jarrod had become a specialist dummy half in the last 2 seasons, but we soon realised we
needed to make more use of his increased speed and agility out wide in attack. As a backup first receiver
and dummy half, he soon settled into left centre and was hard to stop once he got the ball, scoring a
number of long range tries and gaining a lot of penalties from desperate high tackles by the opposition to
stop him. He always worked hard at training and in defence, but his confidence and technique in tackling
improved dramatically throughout the year to be a real coaching highlight. Good effort Jarrod.

Saadi Kourouche: Saadi is our "go to man" in attack and loves to run the ball. He his strong, fast and
agile, and was always able to make plenty of metres or score a try. He has one of the best marker
defensive games in the competition and likes to work hard out of marker and to get through plenty of
defence. Always put in 100% on game day. Great work Saadi.

Harry Marsh: In only his second year of rugby league, Harry showed that he is very competitive. He
worked hard at training and at home to improve his football. He is a naturally big and strong boy and was
devastating in attack when he charged hard and straight. He does not realise how powerful he can be.
Keep up the good work Harry

Joey Massih: Joey has a love of football and was one of our best trainers all year. Being a little bloke in
his first year of football, there was so much to learn and he always put in 100%. We soon slotted Joey
into dummy half where he did a wonderful job giving good ball service to our first receiver. He showed he
has plenty of courage this year and he will continue to improve on all aspects of his game with the level
of commitment and dedication he showed this year. Keep up the good work.
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Jake Mosley: Jake was another of our rookies this year and settled into the team well. He generally
worked hard at training and was always prepared to do his best for the team on game day. His positional
play and commitment in defence with his diving tackles caught us all by surprise on game day. He showed
a level of toughness in attack and will be all that much better with a year of footy under his belt and as he
continues to grow as a player. Thanks for all your efforts.

Zac Mouawad: Our first receiver this year was a real find. He has a great set of hands and good
awareness making him a natural ball player and first receiver. It is hard to believe it was his first year of
football. He is only a little bloke, but has plenty of courage. His defence greatly improved throughout the
year and I believe he is just going to get better and better as a footballer. What a great first season.

Ky Rodoreda: Ky has a great set of hands, strong passing game, and was a natural choice to play five-
eighth again. He is a very unselfish player in attack and always looking to offload the ball. He is
courageous in defence and always prepared to put his body on the line to make a tackle. Ky also covered
the first receiver and centre positions this year which gave us a chance to see other aspects of his game.
He was one of our most consistent and important players in the team each and every week. Great season
Ky. Well done.

Ryan Shears: In only his second season of football Ryan continued to develop his attacking and defensive
skills. A strong runner of the ball, Ryan is hard to stop once he gets going and the opposition always
struggled to stop him. In defence Ryan held his position well and was always prepared to put his body on
the line. Well done.

Liam Taufa: A raw talent and naturally gifted athlete, Liam can do anything on his day. This year Liam
played in the forwards and the backs to help balance the Team. He is very courageous and has no fear
with only one speed, flat out. In attack he has speed to burn and breaks tackles with his strength. In
defence, he hits like a Mac truck or pulls off perfect diving tackles. Keep up the good work Liam.

Jarred Torbay: Jarred was real find for the team in only his second year of rugby league. He has all the
skills including a great kicking game. He never missed a conversion and finished with a 100% record.
Whether playing in the forwards, five-eighth or the outside backs, Jarred looked at home. He also has a
solid and busy defensive game. Very solid season.

Connor Wenham: Another of our rookies, Connor had a strong first year in rugby league. Playing
dummy-half or the outside backs, he always put in 100%, showing toughness and courage with his fast
and hard running. He never shied away from work in defence and will continue to develop with his good
work ethic at training. Great effort mate.
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UNDER 10 Div 1 - FINALISTS

Back Row: Michael Ceissman (Trainer), Steve Moloney (Coach), Tina Hansell, (Manager), Shane Kennedy
(Trainer)
Middle Row:Zacarie Ceissman, Luke Moloney, Henri Carrera, Ricardo Oloapu, Zac Pound, Ben Kelly, Jesse
Sleiman, Bailey Standaloft
Front Row: Trent Bailey, Sean Foster, Jack Martin, Vincent Cassar, Thomas Ravel, Kaled Arnaout, Jared
Kennedy

COACH’S REPORT

What a fantastic season of football that saw our boys make the final, which was a gritty contest, ending
at 12-12 in normal time and with us going down 18-12 after extra time against a much larger team from
Greenacre.

The season started out with us having four new players, three from the Division 3 team and a new boy to
football, who all made great transitions into Division 1 football. As the season progressed we found
ourselves in second position quite early, and held that spot up until the last round of the season proper,
finally finishing in third spot. We then won our semi-final against Berala in a game I rated as our best
performance of the season, coming back from 6-0 down at half time to a 12-6 win, ending a run of losing
our first semi-final game three years in succession.

All the boys showed great character this year with good sportsmanship, training attitude, and a will to
win, playing a good style of football that I hope they can continue into the future. Hopefully next year
they can go one step further and play in a grand final.

I would like to thank the Club for giving me this opportunity to coach a great bunch of boys. The
committee for all their help and support during the season - they do a fantastic job running this Club. The
parents for their support, encouragement and putting their faith in me to mentor their children. A big
thanks to Shane and Michael for once again putting their hands up to be trainers, and for their support
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and knowledge in helping to coach this team. Also a big thank you to Tina who took over as manager this
year and did a great job. Lastly, a big thank you to Mick Martin for being our statistician man this year.

PLAYER PROFILES

Bailey Standaloft: Has all the skills, tackling, kicking, passing and running the ball. Bailey enjoyed a
change of position this year to the backs and showed that he would make a great centre, wing or full-
back in the future. Great year Bailey.

Ben Kelly: Ben had his first year of league this year and may have been a bit overwhelmed playing in
Division 1. He always tried his best at training and in the games, and impressed me with a try late in the
season and some very good football skills as the year progressed. Hope you enjoyed the year Ben and
continue playing.

Henri Carrera: One of our most improved players this season that showed he thoroughly deserved his
promotion to Division 1 this season. In our final matches he stepped up with his toughness, running like a
bull and tackling with commitment. Well done Henri

Jack Martin: Another great year Jack. Started out at half-back and moved to the centres where he could
be more threatening with the ball in his hands. Jack’s defence is very solid and had the highest tackle
count in the backs most weeks. Definitely a player with future potential.

Jared Kennedy: Jared’s involvement in the game is always busy. He never stops trying and is one of the
hardest runners in the competition, testing the defensive line of every team he plays against. This year, as
in the past, he had to do a lot of cover defence and prevented many tries against us. Great stuff.

Jesse Sleiman: Another of our great improvers. Jesse also came up from Division 3, and as the season
progressed showed that he should move from the backs into the forwards on the back of his strong
running technique and improved tackling performances. He is a good reliable player who never stops
trying. Plays well above his size. Top year Jesse.

Kaled Arnaout: Kaled started in the centres this year as I thought it would give him more potential to
score tries, and he did score plenty, but he missed the involvement in the forwards. After returning to the
forwards he showed us we needed him to toughen-up the middle defense with his non stop energy. He
loved nothing more than to take on the defence with his darting, side-stepping, elusive runs. Very good
year Kaled

Luke Moloney: Luke was on top of the tackle count in most of our games, pulling-off close to 20 tackles
each game and a miraculous 29 tackles in our final game. He ran the ball with conviction and as the
season progressed made some good breaks. Luke plays with great endurance and toughness. Impressive
year Luke.

Ricardo Oloapu: Ricardo had to change his style this year to running hard and straight, and when he
achieved this, was playing better than ever. Definitely our most destructive runner of the ball, he can run
over the top of the best defensive teams in the competition. Ricardo’s defensive skills also improved as
the season progressed and his tough tackling technique was very effective. Very enjoyable season
Ricardo.

Sean Foster: Sean had another good season and never let me down, playing dummy-half and second
rower. Always ran the ball hard and provided good service at the play the ball. Sean’s defence improved
as the year rolled on and was always keen to practice at training. Keep up the good work Sean.

Thomas Ravel: Thomas was our third player to come up from Division 3 and was initially chosen to play
dummy half. As the season rolled on and we gave the boys the opportunity to try different positions
Thomas showed good organizing skills at half-back and finally finished the season in this position. He was
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another of our most improved players and his defensive skills improved all season. Thomas was put
under a lot of pressure entering this team and showed he can definitely handle it. Well done Thomas.

Trent Bailey: Trent’s involvement improved this year as he moved into the centres and showed me this
is his position. Unbelievable defense with an awesome tackling technique, he also showed his old flare in
attack, and with a bit more room to move in the backline made plenty of metres with his hard running.
Top year Trent.

Vincent Cassar: Vincent has all the skills. Good hard tackling with one of the best tackles I’ve ever seen in
our semi final against Berala. He is fast and strong in attack, testing any defence he plays against. He
played mostly in the forwards this year, but could be relied upon to fill-in as centre when needed. Great
year Vince.

Zacarie Ceissman: Zac played winger/second rower this year and never let us down, with his hard
running and tough tackling. No matter where he played he was always involved and could make an easy
10 metres with his speed. He played strong in both positions which made it a dilemma as to where to
play him. Well done Zac.

Zac Pound: Zac started the season on a mission and was close to our best player every week until a
broken toe interrupted his season and it took a while for him to bounce back to his barnstorming ways.
Zac always tried his best and even while he was recovering never let the team down, pulling off some
excellent tackles out in the centres. He moved to five-eighth towards the end of the season as he got
back to his best and led the team around the paddock very well. Excellent year Zac.

Under 10-1 mums and friends having a ball at The Ball.
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UNDER 11 Div 2

Back Row: Alicia Ghilardi (Manager), Jonathan Delinicolis, Alexander Passarelli, Joe Faanoi, Jack Fisher,
Thomas Smee, Steve Burke (Coach)
Middle Row: Nicolas Ghilardi, Ethan Burke, Riley Cornforth, Hayden Louka, Michael Forrester, Lenny Nunan,
Christian Ghilardi
Absent: Braidon Brito, Daniel Jenkins, Adam Taylor, Adrian Ghilardi (Manager), Paul Forrester (Trainer)

MANAGER’S REPORT

Our team started the year with a bang. Bonding well with four new recruits from another club they were
courageous and determined with their commitment which improved not only individually, but also as a
team.

This group of boys offered an impressive attitude towards football, their work ethic and skill to use the
football. While the scoreboard did not truly reflect the points at hand, at all times this young team tried
their best. It is all that a club could ask.

Every week we would see another one of the boys stand out in their own way, bringing value to the
team. As the season progressed the boys were able to change positions if required, whether it was hard
running from the bigger boys or quick dashes and try saving tackles on the sideline. It was great to see
that throughout the season the boys showed real commitment and courage against whoever they played,
never giving up regardless of the opposition size or the score. By the end of the year the boys had
developed, whilst not always getting a win. They had a lot of fun and were always supporting everyone in
the team.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our coach Steve who dedicated his time to training, game
days and late nights planning ‘game day’. Despite some testing times at training, your “hard but fair”
approach kept the boys in line and focused on the game. To Paul our trainer, again you gave so much of
your time and such a positive trainer - a real role model for our children to be with. Thank you. To those
parents who also offered tireless assistance: Tony, our dedicated Stats recorder; Darren and Louie
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lending hand at training, and; always the first to pick up the lines flag, Louie. Without your support we
would not have been able to function as a team. Thank you for your dedication.

Many thanks to the parents and grandparents who assisted at the BBQ, canteen, raffles and gave their
support of our kids by turning up at training and being there on the sideline throughout the season. And
finally, a big thank you to the committee members who work tirelessly to support our great team and
Club when and where it was needed.

PLAYER PROFILES

Adam Taylor: A talented young man. When the opposition saw him on the wing, they’d try their luck to
score, then realise it is not that easy to get around him. Quick on his feet and ready to always have a go,
his confidence lifted with every tackle and every game. Great to see.

Alex Passarelli: Co-captain who proved again this year to be a force to be reckoned with. His hard,
straight hit-ups tested the opponents. A great example of leadership. Thanks Alex.

Braidon Brito: Had a great year. Another player who has come into his own, needs to realise how much
he gives when he gives. His confidence led him to make many great runs and tackles. We knew whenever
he got the ball a few metres would be gained. A long standing member of Saints. Great year Braidon.

Christian Ghilardi: One half of our team of twins. Many brothers have played footy, but when it comes
to twins it is even better. They know each other’s ways and always happy to better each other. All heart
on the field using his passion for the game to support the team. Always giving his best and is definitely
better with this season under his belt.

Daniel Jenkins: Daniel is a quiet player. His position in the second row is one of many he will play as he
continues to play footy. His forceful hit-ups are driven by passion for the game. Always ready to assist the
team in defence and never afraid to have a go.

Ethan Burke: Has speed to burn and when he gets an opening there is no stopping him. Thinking on his
feet he used opportunities when they arrived to run the field and get involved. Good to see in the last
games of the season his defence had improved.

Hayden Louka: Was our quiet achiever playing the dummy-half roll well. He always trained hard and had
a top attitude. He ran onto the field each game with the same attitude, ready and willing to help his team
with whatever was thrown at him. Great season with another year under his belt/ The only way is up.

Jack Fisher: Has potential plus. This being his first year with Saints, we saw some of the Jack’s magic. He
has a good footy head and the ability to think on his feet, helping his team have many a great game.
Passionate and keen to get in and have a go and always there to assist the team when needed.

Toafa Faanoi: The team’s Gentle Giant, who needs to get angry sometimes. When Joe got a run-up, he
would have the whole opposition trying to take him down until the ref called held, earning great cheers
from the crowd. Using his force and legs to push forward, leading to a few tries in the season. His
commitment to training this season really paid off.

Jonathan Delinicolis: Knows how to run straight where he really makes an impact. He learnt through the
year that he had the force to push the opposition back and learnt not to shy away from the bigger
players. There to assist the team in tackles, keeping them low and holding onto the end and taking those
runs when there was room to move. Great year, keep up the good work.

Lenny Nunan: Had the preferred position at right centre, but I am sure he could play anywhere on the
field. He is quick on his feet which made it hard for the opposition to tackle him and keep him down. He
was able to make many try saving tackles when our opponents had broken the line. Great first year with
the Saints and a great asset to the team.
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Michael Forrester: Our co-captain and led by example. He was able to control the game to the team’s
advantage and give structure. The size of his heart made-up for his stature, never backing away when the
big boys were coming at him. Great year and great leadership.

Nicolas Ghilardi: Had a great season, giving his all every game. He has hidden pace and stepped up his
ability to read the play and find gaps. The best hit-up of the season was his tap restart - he put his body
on the line and did not stop. He may have hit the deck hard, bit still got back up. Nice work.

Riley Cornforth: Played well every game and settled into the side nicely for his first year with Saints. A
committed player who was always passionate and there for his team. He played well in the halves and
could play in any position. A player who showed encouraging improvement every game.

Thomas Smee: Is what every coach wants - great in attack and even better in defence. He got the team
motivated with his “up in your face” defence and was nearly always the first tackler. A dedicated
footballer who was a team player always giving 100% on the field. Great year Tom.

Coach Steve Burke gives his Under 11-2’s words of encouragement at half time
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UNDER 12 Div 1 – SEMI FINALISTS

Back Row: Jon Kitiona (Trainer), Raelene Davidson (Manager), Mark Kitiona, Jarred Howard, Lachlan McAlpine,
Connor Osborn, Lachlan Maric, Malakai Manoa, Joshua Tamotu, Liam Davidson (Trainer)
Front Row: Omar Arnaout, Elijah Taala, Nikolas Papadopoulos, Cody Fuzz, Dane Loutsos, Aidan Davidson, Jon
Pengue, Joel Shields, Reily Dundas, Zac Standaloft,
Absent: Matt Fuz (Coach)

COACH’S REPORT

Hopefully the boys all had an enjoyable year this year. We had some ups and downs throughout the year,
but really started to put things together towards the end of the season. Unfortunately size is a big thing
at this age and we unfortunately don’t have a lot of it across our team. The boys really started to play
some great rugby league and really learnt a lot from each other. Hopefully all these things will come
together and make them better in 2015.

Thank you to the parents who support the boys week in and week out, both for training and on game
days. A big thank you to Raelene, our team manager who does a fantastic job and also John and Liam for
helping out at training and running the water on game day. To all the parents who help out during the
year, whether it is at training, in the canteen or on the BBQ, it is the only way the club can continue to
operate.

Lastly thanks to the boys who gave their all every week and hopefully are all looking forward to season
2015 already.

PLAYER PROFILES

Omar Arnaout: Gives his absolute all every week. Always keen at training and on game day.

Aidan Davidson: Moved between hooker, half and fullback throughout the year. Always puts in his all
every week.

Reily Dundas: Was one our centres and sometimes second rower this year. He always did exactly what I
asked of him and continued to improve throughout the year.
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Cody Fuz: Had a good year, controlled most of the plays. Provided a good kicking game. Good team
player.

Jarred Howard: Really improved throughout the season. He mostly played out on the wing and came up
with some great tackles in defence.

Mark Kitiona: This year Mark played a couple of different positions and just slotted in wherever the
team needed him to be.

Dane Loutsos: Our captain and what a leader he was. Dane always gave 100% in defence and attack. He
is only a little bloke, but he certainly showed that size doesn’t matter.

Malakai Manoa: One of our bigger boys and when he was on, no one could really stop him.

Lachlan Maric: Another of our best week in and week out. Lochie really has a great rugby league style
and if he continues to grow and improve he will continue to develop his skills.

Lachlan McAlpine: This year Lochie was a very consistent player every week. He was a regular centre and
always came up with the big plays in games when we needed it. His commitment to his team mates to
give 100% every week was always noticed.

Connor Osborn: Really came along this year. He just needs a little more confidence and it will go a long
way to Connor believing in himself.

Nikolas Papadopoulos: Very popular among the boys. Scored some good tries out wide for us.

Jon Pengue: Well always the talker little Jon. He played a number of positions this year, and always just
got on with his job and did well.

Joel Shields: New to the club this year, what a season Joel had. He really fitted in well with this team. He
certainly has no fear - when the big boys ran, Joel was one of the first to bring them down. Great season,
look forward to watching you continue to develop.

Zac Standaloft: Played mostly on the wing this year and did a great job for the team. Zac is an absolute
pleasure to have as part of the team. He always gives his best.

Elijah Taala: Another new member to our team this year. Elijah continued to improve throughout the
year. With that bit of size he brought to our team he fits in well.

Joshua Tamotu: Definitely one of our best all season. Josh has really developed as a rugby league player.
He is a joy to watch and see him take his team forward. In defence he really showed what he can give.
Great year Josh.
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UNDER 13 Div 1

Back Row: James Quintal (Manager), Ben Samuel (Trainer), Cameron Riley, Jeremy Stowers, Isaac Evans, Jack
Titmuss, Adam McDonald (Coach), Trent Colquhoun (Trainer),
Middle Row: Jarrad Crawford, Lachlan Jordan, Josh Fuller, Billy Ryan, Kueva Lynch, Blake Wylie, Ethan Taufa,
Callum Whyte, Adam Castucci
Front Row: Vincent Quintal, Jordan Raish, Camille Sleiman, Zac Senter
Absent: Dean Gazilas

MANAGER’S REPORT

Firstly I would like to say a big “Thank You” to everyone that helped us throughout the year with advice,
training, raffles, BBQs and canteen duty. Also to our coach Macca and the trainers Ben and Trent who
volunteered their time and valuable advice to the boys. And finally to the boys who showed guts and
determination, even when the odds were against them, who stood up when it counted and tried their
best. To the boys who helped their team mate when he was down and picked him back up, and finally to
the boys who showed the commitment to training and game day. Thank you and hope to see you all
again next year.

What a difference a year makes. It was always going to be a tough ask, backing up from winning Division
2 last year. We wanted to be in the top grade and we wanted to hold our own there. We lost a couple of
kids, but also gained a couple of good ones too, and our coaching staff were different from last year. This
was also the first year the boys were playing International rules and it can be very daunting if you aren’t
ready. There were some really impressive improvement in some of our kids: Jack Titmuss, Camille
Sleiman and Josh Fuller come to mind straight away. Although the score line wasn’t always on our side,
the effort and commitment shone through and our consistent guys always could be relied upon. We felt
the pain of some heavy losses when we didn’t complete our sets or look after the ball. But then there
were the times when we did, and some of the footy was wonderful to watch. A sweeping backline
movement from one side of the field to the other looks so much better than constant dropped ball.

I believe young men need to have these bad times and feel these bad feelings to really appreciate the
winning side of football. You will all enjoy it a lot more when you stick this out. All year we talked about
hard work, commitment and basic structure. Football is about the team and not an individual sport. In
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time the “mateship” that rugby league can provide far outweighs who won the competition for the Under
13s in 2014. As nice as it would be, the long term goal of winning an A grade final in a few years’ time (if
we stick together) would make it taste so much better.

PLAYER PROFILES

Adam Castucci: It is Adam’s first season of footy and it was always going to be a steep learning curve in
grade, but Adam did it with flying colours. Adam blew a lot of teams away with his pace and with strong
defence, and as he learns the game more he will only become better.

Jarrad Crawford: Jarrad played mainly in the outside backs covering five-eighth for us most the time.
Jarrad has a great passing game, setting up our outside players, but just needs to be more confident in
taking on the line himself. Jarrad always got off the line quickly in defence, and his tackling improved
throughout the year.

Isaac Evans: Isaac played up front where it is his job to do the hard yards, to get the team going. With
some good footwork at the line, he could eat up the metres. When Isaac gets himself involved in the
game the team really benefits and as he gets more confidence in himself he will really develop into a
really good player.

Josh Fuller: Ghosty had a huge year after moving from hooker back to lock. He plays well above his
weight. Josh is always busy in defence and he really put pressure on opposition halves, while in attack he
was never afraid of taking the ball up and was one of the most effective players in making ground and
getting a quick play the ball away.

Dean Gazilas: Unfortunately we only had Dean for the start of the year before he went overseas. When
Dean’s on, he has one of the strongest running styles, where opposition teams would struggle to put a
shot on him. He was always improving in defence.

Lachlan Jordan: Being one of the main players in the side for a number of years meant Lachie is always
well marked and had to develop his game to suit. Lachie is never afraid to have a hit up early in the tackle
count, to take the pressure off the forwards and as the year went o,n his ability to run lines improved.
This was also topped off with some strong defence and a “never say die attitude”.

Kueva Lynch: Kueva made the move from the halves to dummy half, where he is able to control the
forwards better from the ruck. Kuev is fearless in defence, while his ability to read the play often put us in
a position to score tries. As Captain, Kuev always leads by his actions and he provides great leadership to
the boys.

Vincent Quintal: Vince played well above his weight in the middle against some pretty big guys and just
his ability to keep backing-up showed he’s a pretty gutsy player. Vince always put in his all, whether it
was training or game day and as he gets more confident with himself, we will start to see the best of him.

Jordan Raish: Jordan had a strong start to the season where some of his defensive efforts really put the
team on the front foot. Unfortunately Jordan was hampered with ankle injuries throughout the year and
lost a bit of confidence, but he always gave it his all and is a smart player with the ball.

Cameron Riley: Cam really stood up playing the top teams this year. He was the guy the boys looked to
whether it was to get us out of trouble or if we were attacking the line. Cam played the game aggressively
with his strong defence and scored some good tries with hard running and good footwork at the line.

Bill Ryan: Billy was one of our most consistent players throughout the year and he kept getting better
each week. Bill has the ability to run a great line and he later moved to fullback where he was safe under
the kicks and had the ability to link into the back line to set up play out wide. With a great passing game
and with some strong defence, Bill looked like a complete package.
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Zach Senter: It’s a big step up playing grade in only your second year of footy and Zach never took a
backwards step. As the season went on Zach made the move from the middle out to the centres where
he looked more comfortable. This is where his defence was strong and he also had the ability to setup his
outside players with soft hands.

Camille Sleiman: Camille had a big year. Whether he was playing in the middle or on the edge of the
ruck. his running is his strength and often was breaking the first tackle and making plenty of ground.
Camille really lifted with his defence as the season went on, with it becoming a strong area of his game.
He also had the extra responsibilities of being our preferred goal kicker.

Jeremy Stowers: Jeremy played most his footy in the halves and as the year went on, his ability at
reading the plays improved and, with his dangerous running style, he proved to be a real handful.
Jeremy’s defence is also very strong on the edge where he has a very good tackling technique to top-off a
good all-round game.

Ethan Taufa: Ethan came back from the 13-3s this year and he settled into the team nicely. Ethan mainly
played on the wing where he never took a backwards step and he showed he had the skills to play in the
middle, but just needs a bit more confidence in himself.

Jack Titmuss: It was a good year from Jack where he proved his toughness up front against some pretty
big forward packs. Jack is a hard runner, but it was really his defence that stood out this year, where he
did most of his work and hard hits.

Callum Whyte: Callum was one of those players who you can always rely on to give his best, whether it’s
in the game or at training. He is always very busy in defence where he would get through a heap of work
and is always willing to hit the ball up whether it is in the middle or on the edge of the ruck.

Blake Wylie: Blake moved out a bit wider this year. He has a very good tackling technique and would
never take a backwards step if anyone ran at him. Blake lost a bit confidence in his running game this
year, but he still worked hard at it in training and I’m sure that will pay off next year for him.

Club man Craig Jordan on
Slurpee quality control
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UNDER 14 SCC Div 4

Back Row: Riley Binnington, Fawaz Hajji, Jihad Achrafi, Reda Osman, Kassem Maarbani,
Middle Row: John Maarbani (Manager), Paul Ellison (Trainer), Tom Quine (Trainer, Harrison Lake, Jack Barnes,
Zac Obeid, Sebastian Unwin, Ibrahim Maarbani, James Martin (Coach), Mark Atme (Trainer)
Front Row: Allen Mackie, Jayden Stephens, Jeremy Cockburn, Daniel Cutrupi, Cooper Ellison, Kieren Nguyen,
Samir Bdeir, Shaun Bailey, Tim Bailey (FAO)
Fore Front: Logan Lake (Ball Boy)

COACH’S REPORT

This season started similarly to last year with the uncertainty as to whether we would have one or two
Under 14 teams. Thankfully, that was sorted out by the Club with players coming to us from Milperra and
some new players came on board. The committee were great and ensured that we had two teams,
because otherwise would have resulted in many players being cut or not being able to play with a Club. I
would like to pass on my special thanks to Greals and his committee in really working hard and ensuring
that we had enough players to make two teams.

It took a few games for the players to get to know and work with each other. I must admit at times we
could not compete due to the size, skill and experience of the opposition. We struggled to compete in
third division and at times were beaten comprehensively and by big margins. Our best option was to be
relegated to fourth division which did happen in round six of the competition. The Sydney Combined
competition was a good experience for me and the team. It meant that one week we could be playing in
the Canterbury District, and other weeks we could be playing in the Balmain, Souths or St. George areas.
Even though it did take some time for us to record our first win of the year, our boys were quite unlucky
at times not to come up with a win. Overall, we beat St. Johns, Moorebank and Bondi United, which was
a good achievement. I believe that if we were placed in division four from the start of the season, we
could have won more games and even had a chance to contest the semi-finals.

The coaching staff and I challenged the boys every week at training to improve and do the little things
right. Whether we won or lost games, the players would develop as individuals and as a team. At training
and game day it was difficult to say the least for the boys to gather the concept and focus on the job at
hand. However, after several blow-ups and deep and meaningful conversations the boys started to
comprehend it, and started playing the way we wanted them to. The wins soon followed and we also
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recruited some new players in the process. Our best effort was in Round 11 against Leichhardt
Wanderers, in which we showed a lot of determination and ticker. It was really encouraging to see our
boys put up a good fight and were unlucky to go down at the end. The Wanderers finished runners-up in
the competition. In my opinion this group of young footballers can go a long way if they can progress on
the attitude of working hard, smart, and developing their skills which we had in some stages of the year.
This is a promising sign for next year if we can maintain the same players and look at recruiting a few big
forwards which will make us really competitive.

None of our achievements would have been possible without my coaching staff Paul, Quiney and Mark;
First aid Tim, and team Manager, John. I would like to convey a special thanks to them for their time and
dedication to the team. Also, to all the parents, thank you for your support during the season. I know it
has been tough with all the travel, but it’s all worth it. We all do this for the love of sport and for the
benefit of our kids in participating in “the greatest game of all”. Once again. Thank you.

PLAYER PROFILES

Cooper Ellison: Cooper picked up where he left off last year great with defence, solid ball play and
damaging runs - all important traits of a good player. His real improvement this year has been his
leadership skills as captain by steering the team around the field and keeping the team on task. Great
year “Coop”.

Shaun Bailey: Shaun played well this year. He played several positions and seemed to enjoy his time in
the centres where his defence was really good. His experience and calm attitude on and off the field has
been great. There was only one blemish which was not his fault. Thanks for the year Shaun.

Jack Barnes: “Jacko” the biggest half back in the SCC, always had an incredible kicking game, however
really developed his running game this year after he realised how big he is, and some games looked like
he could sprint!!!. His conversion attempts at goal had a high success rate. Great effort Jacko.

Ibrahim Maarbani: “Ibby” is a vital member of the team. The energy he brings to the team at training
and game day is irreplaceable. He is not just the smiling assassin, he had damaging defence coming in off
his wing and always wanted the ball “my ball”. Thanks Ibby for your efforts.

Kassem Maarbani: Kassem is a classic work horse forward. He runs hard, tackles hard, trains to the best
of his ability and has improved this year. He has learned that forwards sometimes have to play injured
and push through the pain. Overall a really consistent performer. Great year “Kass”.

Sebastian Unwin: “Seb” was always switched on and lead from the front. Strong carries and solid
defence were real features of his game. In high pressure situations he wants the ball to get the boys out
of trouble. A real great year chicken nugget, Seb.

Daniel Cutrupi: “Dan” playing up a year in U14s was a challenge for him because of his size. He showed a
lot of ticker and enthusiasm, and exceeded the challenge. At five-eighth he played out of his skin, and
was always keen to improve. Dan is one of those players one would like to coach, takes direction and
actually listens. Thanks for the year Dan.

Reda Osman: Reda is one of the most damaging runners of the football in the competition. He finds any
weakness in any teams with his pace and footwork. Reda’s attitude was a bit misplaced this year at
training but always brought a solid performance to the game. At times he was close to a perfect game
performance, but his defensive effort would let him down. Thanks Reda, for your efforts.

Riley Binnington: Riley is a mobile, strong young footballer who has plenty of ticker. Never stops and
puts in 100% every training session or game day. He is respected by his peers and the coaching staff. It is
always a pleasure to coach a guy like Riley. Thanks mate.
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Kieren Nguyen: The huge damaging winger that improved every game. His talk on the field was
irreplaceable, but when the opposition thought he was “all talk”, he came flying in off his wing and buried
the opposing player. He did score some ripper tries as well. Great year mate.

Samir Bdeir: “Sim” or “Optus 4G” had a great year carving teams apart with his speed and elusiveness.
He is willing to learn and develop. The only down point is he joined the team late into the season, and if
he started the season with us we would have been more competitive. I think that he would have come
close to taking out the player of the year award. Good effort Sim.

Jeremy Cockburn: “The little master” had a great year and thrived when I gave him full reign on the
game and let him take control. Great short kicking game and really organised the forwards well, and
showed some direction. Great year mate.

Harrison Lake: Harrison played in the centres and the forwards and handled anything the opposition
threw at him. At times he was a pest at training, but when it came to game day he was focused on the job
ahead. Action speaks louder than words. He did improve, but we would have liked to see him reach his
full potential. Overall, a good year Harry.

Allen Mackie: “Big Al” has improved out of sight and had speed to burn, especially when running
through a gap. He has developed into a competent player with attacking flair and skill. His defensive
effort improved with more game time, and he participated well at training. He played in a few different
positions and was keen to learn and take on any new challenge. Great effort Allen.

Zac Obeid: A Big damaging player that thoroughly enjoyed the collision. He was always improving his ball
skills and defence. On many occasions he led by example in taking the ball up. He did not fear any
opposing players and was up to the task ahead. At training he always put the effort in and was a good
listener. Great year Zac.

Jihad Achrafi: Big “G” led the forwards around the park and always worked hard. The boys seemed to
follow his lead all season off the back of his big runs. Always looked for the big hit to get us back in the
contest. Jihad got along well with his peers and was a good team player. Great year G.

Fawaz Hajji: “Fuzz” had a great year, considering he never playing football outside of school. He ran hard
and was always working in defence. With more time at training next season he is bound to improve and
become an impact player. He has the size to become a strong running forward and defender. He joined
half way through the season and did put the effort in, on and off the field. Top effort Fuzz.

Jayden Stephens: Another late inclusion into the team and it would have been great to have him from
the start of the season. He did score a few tries and always put the effort in. Jayden showed signs of
improvement, but with more game time and attendance at training Jayden will continue to improve.
Considering the short time I have known him, he has been a pleasure to coach. Good effort Jayden.
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UNDER 14 SCC Div 2

Back Row: Bryan Hannigan (Coach), Adam McDonald (Trainer), Mohamad El Arab, Jayden Khoury, Tino
Tafao, Jake Hughes, Tracy Colley (Manager), Shane Garvey (Trainer), Shane ‘Mr T’ Foster (Trainer),
Middle Row: Jacob Weir, Luke Colley, Michael Tanevski, Blake Linnegar, Mohamad Arnaout, Jaidin Obeid,
Josh Hannigan, Byron Foster
Front Row: Karim Saboune, Patrick Kotsaris, Bob Sadek, Marcus Khoury (Ball Boy), Ryan Dunn, Ryan Solo

COACH’S REPORT

Another year of footy and a lot has been learnt by me and hopefully the boys. We started the year not
sure if there would be one or two teams in the 14s, but we were able to have two thanks to John Grealy.
We then have to thank Macca who agreed to be a trainer/coach for us (this meant he was coaching and
training four nights a week with games on Saturday and Sunday). So first of all I must thank Macca for his
willingness to teach the boys to play footy and give up so much time. We started with 15 players, adding
4 boys to the previous year’s 11 who returned, and then gained 2 more as the year went on. It was
always going to be hard with less than 20 players with injuries and sickness taking their toll at this age.

As part of the SCC we learnt a lot from the other areas of St George, Balmain, Easts and Souths on how to
play footy and to think and adapt in games. We had to adjust in games to what the opposition was going
to do in attack and it was very different to the footy we had played the year before in Canterbury. Some
of these teams had played Division 1 in their areas the year before and it showed. We played some really
good games and some not so great games, but based on some of the boys never playing footy before we
had a pretty good year. All in all I believe that we could be in the grand final next year if the boys come
back and train and play to their potential. These are a great bunch of boys who have developed a strong
sense of mateship and are a wonderful team and only need to work a bit harder to reap the rewards.
Thanks boys – it’s been a rollercoaster this year with thankfully many more ups than downs.

I must thank a lot of people as without them a game of footy each weekend just wouldn’t happen.
Thanks to Tracey for doing a great manager’s job (it is a thankless job, but one of the most important for
trainers and coaches to be able to concentrate on the boys and footy). Thanks also to Shayne and Garvs
who were exceptional as trainers (definitely something to look forward to at games as their skills were of
the highest standard). A big thanks to Tallat who stepped-up and did our First Aid (every team in SCC
must have a First Aid Officer or you forfeit the game). Also thanks to the parents for helping with getting
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the boys to the games, doing BBQ’s, canteen and raffles, especially Shayne who was always first to jump
in and also helped to collect boys and get them to training and games.

Again to Macca, thanks for all you have done over the last couple of years. The boys and us parents have
been very lucky to have had such a great coach/trainer. It hasn’t been lost on me how lucky we have
been to have you as a coach/trainer and only in the future will the boys realise how much they learnt in
the years you’ve taught them footy.

A big thanks to the Saints committee for everything they do. You only understand how good a game
organised at Bill Delauney is with Canterbury refs and touchies when you step out into some of the other
areas. Also a big thanks to the boys from the 13s who played up with us when we were short on
numbers, the most memorable being against the All Blacks at Erskineville.

PLAYER PROFILES

Mohamad Arnaout: Mohamad was able to cover the positions at the back for us whether it was at
fullback or on the wing. He was generally pretty safe under the high ball and he always got off the line
quick in defence. Mohamad has the ability to finish off a backline movement scoring many good tries.

Luke Colley: Luke started the year at half back before he was moved back to full back where he had
more room to chime in on the backline and setup his outside players. Luke was strong with his kick
returns and defence was solid at the back. He also doubled up as our goal kicker and landed some
beauties throughout the year.

Ryan Dunn: This year Ryan mixed between playing on the wing and coming into the forward pack and
taking some pressure off the guys in the middle. Ryan was a good runner out of dummy half where he
had the ability to make ground and was equally at home finishing off a try out wide.

Moey El Arab: Moey was in his first year of league and although he was very green he was eager to
impress. Moey started out on the wing and after constant harassment he moved into the forwards where
his strong running and keenness to get up in defence saw him improve out of sight during the year.

Byron Foster: Byron was our dummy half in the team and was responsible for getting the team rolling.
Byron was most dangerous when he was getting out of dummy half and bringing the players off him at
the line and he also backed it up with some solid defence in the middle.

Josh Hannigan: Josh’s biggest problem is his versatility. He was equally as strong whether he was playing
centre or fullback and later in the year proved to be very strong out of dummy half. Josh’s defence was
first rate where he always hit hard and was easily our most consistent player throughout the year.

Jake Hughes: Jake was another newbie to rugby league and was thrown straight into the engine room in
the forward pack. Jake’s keenness at training had him improve throughout the year and he was very good
at getting a quick play the ball away and will get better as his confidence grows.

Jayden Khoury: Once again Jayden led from the front as captain of the team. His defence was very
strong where he always puts his shoulder in and his charges were a feature of his game getting us on the
front foot at the start of our sets.

Patrick Kotsaris: Pat again started on the wing for us this year where his consistency moved him in closer
into the centres. Pat’s defence was very solid in a hard position and his scoots out of dummy half gave
the team momentum. Pat’s confidence grew each game with his strong running chiming into the back
line.

Blake Linnegar: Blake was one of our most consistent players where he would do the little things right
that too many may have gone unnoticed in the game. Blake was a good runner of the ball making
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valuable ground whether it was on the edges or in the middle of the ruck and his defence was always
solid.

Jaidin Obeid: Jaidin took on the extra responsibility of moving from fullback to controlling the team in
the halves. Jaidin looked his best when he was taking the ball to the line with the forwards coming off
him. He enjoyed playing in the front line where he was one of the best defenders, taking on much bigger
guys and often inspiring the team.

Karim Saboune: After starting the year at lock Karim took on more of a playmaker’s role moving to five-
eighth. Karim has very good hands and opposition teams found him hard to read setting up many raids
for his outside backs. Once again Karim’s defence was first rate and he always led from the front playing
with his heart on his sleeve.

Bob Sadek: In his first year of footy Bob’s enthusiasm was a much needed gain for the team. He was a
strong runner of the ball where he often busted the first tackle and in defence he was always strong, not
standing down from anyone. He will only get better next year.

Ryan Solo: Ryan was one of the most damaging runners in the side. He made the move from the centres
to the second row to get himself more involved and his edge running was a real feature of his game. Ryan
was also strong in defence and became one of our most consistent players this year.

Tino Tafao: Tino was a welcome addition back into the side. He became our go-to guy when we were in
trouble where his strong running out wide would often make a break or get us on the front foot for the
next play. Tino was also very solid in defence and became one of the real leaders in the side.

Michael Tanevski: After starting the year sharing the hooking role, Michael then moved into lock where
his game came into its own. He became one of our most consistent players where his defence around the
markers was terrific and he had the ability to hit the ball up at the advantage line, getting the quick play
the ball away and getting the team on a roll on.

Jacob Weir: Jacob was a late pick-up this year, getting in right before the dead line. Jacob covered a
number of positions in the backline and looked solid in both defence and attack. As he gets more familiar
with the team we will see his true potential.

Shayne Foster: Shayne came into the squad with huge raps this year and he didn’t disappoint. Shayne
was inspirational behind the line and it was noted the tee retrieval after kick offs were rated as one of the
best in the district. Shayne just needs to learn to be more of a team player and not undermine the
coaching staff and he may then go all the way.

Shane Garvey: After talking him out of retirement Garvs once again came back to become the rock in
the team. Garvs was a strong disciplinarian and his keenness was his biggest asset where he was always
there to fire-up the boys as long as it wasn’t too wet, too cold, too late, or too far away for him to get to.
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UNDER 15 SCC Div 3

Back Row: Jack Griffith (Trainer), Matt Wagstaff (Coach), Jayden Contreras, Rhys Harrington, Anthony Maric,
Braxton Hei, Adam Griffith, Jeremy El-Chami, Ryan Murray (Trainer)
Front Row: Joel Dell’Armi, Nathan Boland, Izak Moses, Elisha Woulf, Ronald Prakash, Tafi Faletuai, Dalai
Maniti, Mohamad Maarbani,
Absent: Luke Chaumont, Liam Mannering, Abdul Arnaout, Ahmed Jindi, Dave Harrington (FAO), Paul Griffith
(Manager)

COACH’S REPORT

At the end of 2013 when I was asked if I’d consider coaching the u15s in 2014 I pretty much gave an
answer on the spot. I couldn’t think of a reason not to and I immediately began planning in my head what
I wanted to do with the boys once the footy season was underway. I was new to the team, but I already
knew a lot of the boys from when I ran one of their training sessions a few years back. I thought they
seemed like a decent enough group to spend a few nights a week with, even if they were young
teenagers.

Before pre-season started we weren’t sure if we were going to have the numbers to even field a team, let
alone have a good crack at making the semis or final. Ever so slowly we had players register and come our
first training session we had a decent number of boys ready to play. By the time our first trial game came
around we already had a few out due to injuries and other commitments, but the way the boys played
was promising despite narrowly losing. I wish we could have maintained that high, but it wasn’t to be, for
in the next few weeks the team was plagued with injuries.

The next month or two of the season saw us battle to field a team of 13, even playing games with 9 and
10 players. Credit to the boys though, they kept turning up and gradually our injured players returned to
boost our numbers. By this time we had the three U15s divisions separate into two with us being placed
into the second division. It was all an uphill battle from here as the teams that had originally been in third
division already racking up points on the ladder whereas we had not. It wasn’t until round 7 when we got
our first win over Earlwood that we thought we could turn things around. But in the next two weeks, as
the story went for a lot of the season, the boys started slow and would always have to play catch up
footy. Then came East Hills. The boys had been pumped up all week to play East Hills and they didn’t
disappoint. They started like a house on fire and held off a fast finishing East Hills to win 22-16. Could this
be the point where we could string some wins together? Again it wasn’t to be as the boys lacked the
hunger of the East Hills game and went down in their next two games to two of the comp’s top teams.
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By this point the boys knew they weren’t able to make the semis and could only play for pride, and that’s
what they did. Starting with a win over Leichhardt at Killara, the boys went on to win three games
straight before only just losing to Enfield 20-22 in the last game of the year despite giving it their all.
To the parents, thank you for allowing your son’s to play this year and thank you for taking them to and
from training and the games. Also, to the parents that helped out with BBQ duties, canteen duties and
raffles, that’s what makes St. Christopher’s such a great Club to be at and without you things just
wouldn’t run as well as they do.

To Paul, my manager, what can’t you do (besides run)? You were timekeeper every week, had the boys
always signed-on and ready to go, and constantly sent out emails to stay on top of things, and all while
only having one good leg to walk on.

To Ryan and Jack, you’re both good mates and I wouldn’t have wanted to spend the year coaching with
anyone else. Ryan, you always had the boys warmed up on game day, and Jack, they boys wouldn’t get
any water if it wasn’t for you sprinting out with the water whenever possible.

Finally, to the boys, I’d like to thank you for making this year extremely enjoyable, not only for myself, but
for Ryan and Jack as well. We’ve had some hilarious moments and some not so hilarious moments that
involved you guys running a lot, but it was worth it. To the small group of committed boys that turned up
to training week in week out, regardless of the weather and always ready to train, thank you. That’s what
footy is about. When you make a commitment to play in a team, whatever sport it is, the team comes
first no matter what. It comes before a family birthday, it comes before going out with mates, and it
comes before everything else because that is what sets your team above all the others and how you go
on to win premierships. So to the entire team, I look forward to seeing you all again next year where we
can pick up where we left off at the end of this season, with some good footy and plenty of laughs. And
who knows, maybe you guy’s will beat me in kick tennis at some point next year.

MANAGER’S REPORT

On behalf of the parent and the boys I would like to thank Mathew, Ryan and Jack for coaching and
training the team this year - they need to be commended on keeping the boys together through this very
tough year. I would like to thank all the boys in the team for staying strong and committed to the team
especially the core group of 6 or 7 who turn up to training every week. Without these boys we may have
folded. I would also like to thank a couple of boys from the 14-2s who played up on many occasions and
were the difference between us forfeiting or getting flogged in a number of games - special thanks to
Ryan Dunn, Mohamad Arnaout and Jayden Khoury who played 4-5 games each for us. Boys, I hope to see
you all back next year as I believe we have a team that could win the Division 2 competition next year and
the year after that be very competitive in the Division 1 competition.

PLAYER PROFILES

Nathan Boland: Boland was a late addition to the team, joining after we were a few games into the
season, and didn’t disappoint on debut. He ran as hard as he could and ran over the defensive line time
and time again. On his day Boland can cause a great deal of damage to the opposition, he just needs to
back himself 100% of the time and stay focused at training and on game day.

Luke Chaumont: Chaumont is one of the ones that make training enjoyable even when he does seem to
have a comeback for everything you say and you want to strangle him. Despite the comebacks, he gives
100% at training no matter what and will do whatever he is asked to do. He was fairly reliable in defense
this year and would make good metres when he had the ball.

Jayden Contreras: Starting the season in the forwards with no interchange, JJ was extremely effective
before fatigue eventually kicked in, as it did with the other forwards. Later in the season when he moved
to five-eighth and he wasn’t required to take many hit ups he became the most damaging five-eighth in
the competition, just ask the man himself. JJ was one of the core players at training week in week out
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regardless of the weather and always keen to show off his soccer abilities with a footy. His fitness has
improved immensely this season and he should be happy with his efforts.

Joel Dell’armi: Trying to get a word in around Joel is practically impossible. When he wasn’t kicking
soccer balls with his bare feet and breaking toes Joel was quietly doing everything that myself and the
coaching staff asked of him at training and on the field. He was always solid in defense and could be
relied upon to take down many a defender larger than him.

Jeremy El-Chami: Another member of the T.C. Brothers, Jeremy was a pocket rocket that would
constantly break the first line of defence and make massive amounts of metres for his team. He would
take on-board any advice given to him and actually use it. Another player who was solid in defence during
the game and who worked hard at training.

Tafi Faletuai: Another late addition the team and played to the best of his ability on the field. Tafi was
willing to put his body on the line to tackle players bigger than him and took many good runs out of
dummy half to help his forwards out. His amazing try at Killara off a cross field kick had to be seen to be
believed.

Adam Griffith: Ads was another one of the core players at every training who would listen and do what
was asked of him without large amounts of fuss. He started the season coming off most tackles second
best, but after some mentoring from his flawless brother, Adam become one of the more solid defenders
in the team always getting stuck in. Despite having his halves change a few times throughout the season,
Adam took great control of the forwards and helped lead us up the field.

Rhys Harrington: Rhys undoubtedly had the best defensive technique in the competition, easily snapping
the opposition’s runners who quickly learnt to avoid the guy in the white headgear! Rhys was one of the
real leaders of the team who was always talking and first to get stuck in. He was one of four players to get
selected in the Dogs development squad and deservedly so. Rhys trains hard and plays hard and should
be extremely happy with his efforts this year.

Braxton Hei: Braxton was new to the team this year and slotted in well with the boys. After being told he
hadn’t played footy in quite a few years I didn’t know what to expect, but Braxton quickly showed he
definitely knew how to play. After starting off quiet, he soon become the team’s go-to forward who
would play full games without slowing down or dropping off. Braxton just did his job as a forward, ran
hard and took the ball forward, earning him the nickname “Metre Eater”.

Ahmed Jindi: Ahmed was a player we brought in late in the season when down on numbers and he was a
welcome addition. He was fearless when hitting the ball up and continued to drive his legs in the tackle to
make more metres. He was strong in defensc and could be relied upon to take down the opposition.
Ahmed had a strong season and should be proud of his efforts.

Mohamad Maarbani: The third and final member of the T.C. Brothers, Moey played the majority of the
season on the wing where he improved his defence as the year went on. Later in the season he moved
into the second row where he did the job he was there to do and played hard. Thanks for the season
Moey!

Anthony Maric: Anthony spent the first few weeks of the season on the sideline after injuring himself
playing the devil’s sport at school and he was sorely missed at full-back. When he returned he struggled a
bit with the fitness side of things, but as the season went on he began to really dominate the game with
his strong kick returns and communication from behind the line in defense. Anthony was also selected for
the Dog’s Development squad and should be proud of his achievements to date!

Dalai Maniti: Dalai has great footwork and agility, and caused headaches for the opposition defence
when he ran. Dalai initially liked to step around before the defensive line, but once he started to run hard
and break the defensive line and thenstep he became his most damaging. He missed quite a few training
sessions and games due to injury and other reasons which he can certainly improve for next year to be an
even better player.
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Liam Mannering: Manners was captain for most of the year and lead through his actions. He was
extremely solid in defense and ran the ball up hard with all the grace of a newborn giraffe. Not many of
the opposition made it past Liam’s massive wingspan. He divided the year between playing AFL and
league and still didn’t let his standards drop. He was the third in our team to be selected for the Dog’s
Development squad and has a future in whichever of the two sports he chooses.

Izak Moses: Izak (or Rocky) had a minor stint on the sideline after throwing haymakers in one of our
games at Delauney, but despite this had a very good year in the halves. He has very good vision when it
comes to attacking the opposition’s try line and should back himself more to run the ball on last tackle
and look for a support runner or repeat set. If Izak can lift his attitude towards training he will definitely
become a key player who can run rings around the defence.

Ronald Prakash: Ronald honestly cannot get enough of footy and training. Many times this year he
would happily say he had been down at training since 3.30pm (training starts at six) practicing his kicking
and running around with the footy. Towards the back end of the season his game time was limited, but
Ronald didn’t once complain. He only strived to improve himself and in doing so made some good
progress on the field in the last few games of the year.

Elisha Woulf: Elisha was an animal on the field this year. He was close to, if not the leading point and try
scorer in the entire division, and sent more than one player off the field after he crushed them in a tackle.
His communication got better as the season went on and definitely found his home at centre where he
was able to take on the opposition’s players one on one. Another player who was selected in the Dog’s
Development squad and should be happy with his efforts.

Abdul Arnaout: Where to start, where to start. Abdul a.k.a. the speed, and one third of T.C. Brothers, was
probably one of the hardest runners in our team all year, often taking two runs in a set. He has good
speed off the mark and would often break the first tackle. Abdul has the raw ability to play development
football and if he can keep his attitude and temper in check on the field and just play footy there is no
reason he cannot excel.

Peter Trajkovski: Being injured in the first game of the year is definitely not how you want your year to
go, and unfortunately for Peter, it ruled him out for the rest of the season. It was a disappointing result
for someone who showed he had some real potential to be a dominant forward in the competition. All
there is to do is focus on coming back bigger and better next year!
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UNDER 16 SCC Div 1

Back Row: Brendon Dravet, Paul Kitiona, Tui Manoa, Anthony Harb, Luke Parmaxidis, Amaziah Slavin, Cameron
Sgouros, Scott Hannigan,
Middle Row: Mick Hanratty (Coach), Grant Hanratty (Manager), Brad Cousins, Josh Thompson-Reynolds, Fatu
Togagae, Aaron Gilbert, Devante Faanoi, Luke Annikin, Mitchell Wilson, Wayne Hanratty (Trainer), Steve
Bennell (Trainer),
Front Row: Kyle Ford, Damien Rowles, Josh Cavanagh, Steele Brown, Aseri Raikalevu, Solomon Carter,
Posesione Lynch, Cory Brown

COACH’S REPORT

The 2014 season was, in my belief, a year of achievement, success, and realised potential for these
talented bunch of young men.

At the beginning of the year, I applied for the coaching job having previously been involved with many of
these boys at a younger age in a trainer’s role. All those years ago, the team was a powerhouse, winning
many junior and mod premierships for the mighty maroon and gold. However, the transition from junior
to senior footy, along with players joining and leaving the team proved quite a challenge for the boys and
the success previously experienced by many of the original bunch seemed to be slipping away. For a team
who regularly finished towards the top of the ladder every year, it was a shock to see the boys on the
other end of the ladder in the last few years.

My main interest in taking these boys on was to help them restore their confidence in themselves and
their ability, teach them the fundamental skills required at the international level and to see them
achieve the success that I knew (and many others knew) they were so capable of. Most importantly, the
main goal of this season, was for these boys to be competitive again!

Interestingly, (and most likely the result of finishing on the wrong end of the ladder in the previous
season) the team were placed in the Division 2 competition at the beginning of the season. After a
meeting with the boys, they were adamant that they could match it with the best in the Division 1
competition. An appeal was lodged, and the boys gained their place in Division 1 of the Sydney Combined
Competition, a competition which anyone who has seen the quality of footy played for sixteen year olds
would agree, is possibly one of the toughest park footy competitions at this age.
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The season began with the standard six week pre-season slog, and the boys put in the hard yards,
working on all aspects of their game from fitness to technical and tactical skill work. The team looked to
be shaping up really well and there was an excitement in everyone to get on the paddock and play some
good footy.

And the boys didn't disappoint. After three rounds, the boys were 3 from 3 wins, a highlight being the
defeat of old enemies Bankstown Sports in round three, a team who in previous years repeatedly and
convincingly thumped our boys on the scoreboard. As a result, the boys were brimming with confidence
and enjoying the spoils of victory.

However, the winning streak was blown in round four by a shock loss on the bell against the eventual
wooden spooners of the competition (I'll get back to this later) and the following week, the boys were
taught a lesson on rugby league by this year's grand finalists, Clovelly Crocs, conceding 48 points in 60
minutes of footy to a measly 10 in response. This was a hard lesson and they realised that if they were to
be true contenders in this SCC competition, they had to go out every week willing to give everything and
leave nothing in the tank.

Week in, week out, the boys played their guts out and improved collectively as a team in leaps and
bounds. Combinations were formed and the boys worked for each other when it came down to the tough
stuff. In regards to game results, there was no real consistency with win or loss streaks. Some
outstanding performances noted were the solid win against a strong South Eastern side, seeing us victors
at the bell by 24-12. And who could forget the slog fest with arch enemies Moorebank Rams (the team
who make false biting accusation claims in order to win games) which saw the boys grind out a good win,
14-12.

Whilst these games were most definitely crowd pleasers (and coach pleasers), the real games that stood
out for me were two games when we were on the wrong end of the score board. The loss to Clovelly
Crocs on the bell to go down 22-16 was a valiant effort from the boys. The boys played possibly their best
footy during this game and even the opposition crowd agreed that we should have been the winners that
day. The loss to Mascot was another reminder that proved we could match it with the strongest teams in
the comp. It needs to be noted that these two opposition teams consist solely of junior rep players from
the Roosters and South Sydney Rabbitohs. As far as I'm concerned, that is an outstanding effort for our
boys to go so close to defeating them and I regard those games as some of my most satisfying moments
throughout the year.

The top six teams were so closely placed on the ladder, and we were making a run for third or fourth spot
to sneak into the semis. From our last five rounds, we needed to win 4-5 of them to secure a spot.
Unfortunately, even with 4 wins from the last 5, other results did not go our way and the boys missed a
semi final opportunity by 1 point, securing a fifth place finish (hence my earlier reference to the round
four loss against Leichardt, the wooden spoon receivers - it still haunts me). Whilst the boys fell short of
the semis, I still think the goal of being competitive was achieved. We scored exactly twice as many
points (222) compared to their previous season (111), drastically reduced points conceded (284 down
from 400) and almost tripled our win rate. I think these numbers speak volumes of the boys' efforts and
achievements this season.

Being my first year of coaching, I would have struggled had it not been for the unbelievable efforts of the
rest of the coaching staff. To my trainers, Wayne and Stephen, thanks for your hard work in getting the
boys in tip top physical shape throughout the season. Thanks for all your work on game day with warm-
up and running the water, and putting up with me barking orders (and some solid shoves in the back,
sorry Wayno). Lastly, thanks for your advice and knowledge when the tough decisions presented
themselves throughout the year.

To my manager Grant, thank you for all the behind the scenes work and all that paperwork stuff that
coaches generally cringe at when mentioned. Without you the boys would have been unable to take the
field come season start (and all the boys gear sizes were spot on too). Most importantly, thank you for
helping me through all the stuff that they don't teach you in any coaching manual.
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To all the parents, thank you for getting your boys to training on time and on game days, thank you to
those of you helped out with the raffles and on the BBQ. These sorts of tasks aren't the most enjoyable,
but the money raised from them all goes back into your boys' footy experiences and development.

Lastly, to the team. Thank you for being a great bunch of young men. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to (hopefully) teach you some new stuff about the game. Thank you for your hard work,
effort and commitment. I've said it so much this year, but you have so much ability and potential to
achieve great things as a team. I hope this year has proven that to you all.

Go the Saints!

PLAYER PROFILES

Aseri Raikalevu: I think it is safe to say that Aseri had the best season of his 12 year career with Saints
this year. Playing hooker, Aseri was instrumental in organising the team from the ruck and developed a
really good sense of knowing when to pass, draw or run. You can see how much Aseri loves playing footy
with his mates and how proud he is to throw on the maroon and gold jersey each week. Scored some
sensational tries through backing-up and a couple of cheeky ones close to the line. Look at what you can
achieve when you back yourself. Never be afraid to learn new positions or try new things. You really
turned some heads this year with your efforts mate. Thank you.

Aaron Gilbert: Azza played the majority of the year in the centre. His sheer size and strength saw him
score many a try out wide (just ask him, he'll be happy to let you know his try stats) and also, on occasion,
set his winger up in the corner (I stress “on occasion”). Azza's work rate was outstanding during games
and would always put his hand up to relieve his forwards when they needed a breather in crucial parts of
the game. Needs to work on his defensive reads and look up at what is coming at him, rather than
watching the play the ball. Thanks for the season Az.

Brad Cousins: This was Brad's first season with the Club, coming across from Milperra. Brad is quiet as a
mouse, but a tough footy player. Such a safe defender on the wing and was excellent on his kick returns
and a great work rate every game. It was great to see him slowly come out of his shell over the year. A
very reliable player in both attack and defence, Brad gave his everything in every game of the season.
Welcome to the side mate, you belong in the maroon and gold.

Cory Brown: A newcomer to the team from Milperra Colts. Cory's high level of commitment and
outstanding attitude to training was evident right from the very start of the pre-season and it continued
throughout the whole season. Cory is such a coachable character and he was always eager to learn and
improve his game. A hit with the boys and the coaching staff, Cory's energy was contagious and he took
that out on the field with him every time. A deceptively quick winger with giant hands and a great passion
for the game. Thanks for the year. Remember: Goonies never say die.

Josh Cavanagh: Cav was the rudder of the team this season. Cementing his position in the halves, Cav
has an outstanding ability to communicate and organise his surrounding players and work to the team's
game plans. He has great vision and is always asking questions on how to improve aspects of his game.
Needs to remember that constructive feedback from his coach isn't a criticism, but an insight on how to
improve and is a positive thing. You've got massive potential mate, harding work will bring many rewards
for you. And cheers for the ice bucket nomination.

Devante Faanoi: Armed with a hairstyle that resembles Kramer from Seinfeld, Devante had a massive
season. In fact, many people in the Club who have known Devante since a young age were adamant that
this was his best season by far in years (a direct quote from the President himself). Playing prop, Devante
punished oppositions with his running. He has an outstanding ability to run into holes as well and this saw
him make many a line break and score a thousand tries in the middle. He was just as punishing in
defence, often putting on some bone rattling tackles. If you can play like this with your current
conditioning and fitness level, imagine the things you could do with a bigger effort in your fitness training
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mate. Thanks for a great year.

Steele Brown: Steele is like a son of St Christopher. Since he was born his closet has consisted of maroon
and gold clothing items. Steele has been at this Club since day dot and his unquestionable passion and
loyalty made it easy to select him as this year's captain. Building on a great halves combination with Cav,
Steele took on the responsibility of five-eighth as well as captaincy duties with confidence. His kicking
game is one of his strongest assets and he defends like a 100kg front rower. Remember mate, good
halves stay calm, no matter how heated the game gets. Thanks for the season. And I haven't forgotten
the falcon you gave me at training.

Scott Hannigan: After being selected in the Harold Matts team, Scott made his way back to us after the
representative season was finished. It was evident this year how much his skills have improved from the
rep experience in all aspects of his game. His knowledge of when to pass, jump out and draw the markers
in and scoot up the middle were outstanding. His service on both sides has improved out of sight and his
defence, whilst already phenomenal, has become even more proficient. These skills, coupled with his
mentally and physically tough attitude has seen Scott yet again provide us with a strong season. Thanks a
heap mate. And stop talking would ya?

Anthony Harb: Harby was going to call it quits as a player at the end of last year to pursue his refereeing
career, but the hunger for one more crack at a premiership lured him back. Harby was another to show
massive improvements in both his fitness and skill this year. I think his biggest strength is his positional
knowledge and awareness of structural patterns and game plans. He filled his role well and always gave
everything. Harby is also famous within the team for the dynamic stretch we call "the harbyoke". Mate,
sorry we couldn't get to the big one for you to hoist that trophy in your final year, but you got to
experience that winning feeling many a time this year. Thanks for always showing me the love mate.

Paul Kitiona: Kitty (new nickname - it's gonna stick) had a cracker of a season this year and rotated
between wing and centre. Kitty loves training. He has been doing his own weights training and his results
are clear: size, strength and power. These traits have made him a damaging runner and a formidable
defender. They've also increased his appetite to a point that he holds the club record for most sausage
sandwiches in one sitting. He improved his handling under the high ball throughout the year and his
defensive reads developed as well. Needs to remember to keep his cool sometimes as he loves a little bit
of push and shove. Great season Kitty.

Sione Lynch: At the beginning of the year we didn't know if Sione was coming back, mainly because we
couldn't get hold of him (I thought all teens had Facebook?). As a result he missed a good part of the pre-
season conditioning regime and it took him a while to get his rhythm upon his return. Sione shared the
hooker role this year, but also filled in a number of positions when required. Sione's defence is brutal and
he is so strong for his size. It was great to watch an opponent twice his size run at him and get pumped
with some textbook tackling. Sione is a very coachable individual, always willing to listen and always
willing to learn. Your pass accuracy and ability to read play improved immensely and I still think you've
got so much more to give. Thanks for all your efforts this year.

Kyle Ford: This was Kyle's first year at Saints after coming across from East Hills. Having known a few of
the boys from school, Kyle fitted into the team instantly. Kyle played second row for us this year and did
an outstanding job. He's safe as a bank in defence and was a workhorse, getting through big minutes
each game. The thing that impresses me the most about Kyle is that although he isn't the biggest bloke
on the paddock, his heart and competitiveness more than compensate for kilograms and centimetres. An
outstanding worker at training too and he has developed massively in all aspects of his game. Welcome
to Saints mate.

Tuitavake Manoa: Tui really made his mark on the competition this year. He told me he was willing to
work hard on his fitness in the pre-season and he did just that. Tui was so effective on the field this year
and we worked out a great balance for his interchange time that allowed him to be consistently
damaging in shorter bursts. His confidence and belief in his ability went from strength to strength and his
game just got better and better as a result. Remember mate, it doesn't matter if you're starting on the
field or off the bench, your job doesn't change and neither should your mental approach. Thanks for your
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commitment this year.

Josh Thompson-Reynolds: JTR came back to Saints after a stint at Milperra Colts, and I'm glad he did.
Playing in a new position that was foreign to him, Josh was our eyes and ears at fullback. If there was an
official criteria for this position, Josh ticked all the boxes. He was calm and safe under the high ball, pulled
off some unbelievable try savers when the opposition broke our front line, his kick returns were
enormous, he put his body on the line when defending our line, his timing was outstanding on sweeping
back line plays, and he loved every bit of physicality he was involved in. His attitude to training and
learning were just as outstanding. You've got potential to go further with your footy mate, and the
passion to execute it. Thanks for the season.

Solomon Carter: Carts came across to us from Moorebank (I'm glad you saw the light mate) and he fit in
right away with the team and Club culture. Solomon is a workhorse. Starting the season at lock, then
moving to second row, he was in everything. His work rate in defence and attack was unrivalled and he
would often work himself to physical exhaustion at training and during games. His line running and timing
on the edge improved massively as the season progressed and this caused damage to opposing sides.
Also the winner of best haircut award with his "friar tuck" style. Welcome to the Club mate and hope to
see you back next year.

Damien Rowles: Damien had a solid season in the second row and developed a good combination with
his half. Scored a couple nice tries from excellent line running and was reliable in defence. That same line
running saw him bend and break the line on many occasions into open spaces. Deceptively quick for a
back rower too! Damo is another one who is a man of few words, but is a hard worker who is growing in
confidence. Damo, you've got the ability to achieve some big things in the game. Believe in yourself and
give 100% to everything 100% of the time. See you next year.

Luke Parmaxidis: Luke was easily one of our most consistent at training and on game day. Luke is a
natural athlete. He is strong, fast and has the endurance to be a 60 minute man. Whilst his stature looks
more suited to an outside back position, Luke wanted to play front row. It's safe to say Luke made, on
average, two hit ups every set and did not stop working in defence. He has the "never give up" attitude
and no fear when taking on opposing props twice his size. Another who constantly sought advice on how
to get better at his game which he took on board and just improved his skill set week to week. Thank you
for a great year mate.

Cameron Sgouros: Cameron came across to us mid season from Bankstown Sports as a result of their
team folding. Cameron instantly gelled with the boys and was an outstanding acquisition for the team.
Cameron has great size and mobility and this allows him to bend the defensive line every hit up he takes.
Loves his footy and this shows in every aspect of his training and game. Welcome to the Club mate, see
you next season.

Mitchell Wilson: Mitch had a cracking start to the season and was really starting to cement his spot on
the wing. Mitch is another who is more than willing to get in and do the hard work at training and reap
the benefits on the field with a no fuss attitude. He is an outstanding finisher on back line plays and rarely
an opponent got around him in defence. Unfortunately his season was brought to a very early finish due
to a broken collarbone. From all reports, Mitch is now in bulking mode in preparation for next season.
Looking forward to your return mate.

Amaziah Slavin: Another young man who joined us from Bankstown Sports. Amaziah may be softly
spoken, but he lets his actions on the footy field do the talking. His acceleration off the mark is
phenomenal and when in full flight, is almost impossible to catch. His timing with his defence is spot on
and I wish we had him from earlier in the season. Welcome to the Club mate, you're a hit with the boys
and have fit in so well in such a short time. Hope to see you back for a full season next year.

Fatu Togagae: Fatu was another to experience representative footy at the beginning of this year. Upon
his return, he brought with him improved fitness and a better approach to training. I could write an essay
on Fatu's ability. He is a weapon on the field and is well respected by his team mates. He has the ability to
change a game with an inspirational hit up or massive shot in defence. Another positive was the
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encouragement he had for other team mates, setting a good example on the paddock. Remember mate,
even the most talented have to work hard to get to the top. Keep working hard on your conditioning and
you will reap the rewards. Thanks for a great season mate.

Luke Annikin: Another to return to the Club after a couple years at Bankstown Sports. Luke has the size
and ability to play some good footy and he demonstrated this in patches throughout the season.
However, due to recurring injuries and work commitments through the week, Luke struggled to find
consistency in his game and hit the potential we know he is capable of. Thanks for your contribution
Luke.

Jarrad Bryant: At the end of last season, Jarrad was ready to hang the boots up. But one thing Rugby
League is great at doing is bringing mates together. So when all the boys were preparing for another
season, Jarrad couldn't help but make his way back down to Billy D. Jarrad had a great pre-season and his
skills were showing tremendous improvement. Whilst he didn't get as much opportunity on game day,
Jarrad got through a solid work rate and performed his job for the team. He also pulled off what I think
(and so do most of the boys) was one of the best hits of the year. Thanks for your effort Jarrad.

Brendon Dravet: Dravo is another example of what a passionate Rugby League player is all about. This
passion earned him the vice captaincy role this year. He is respected by his team mates through his
approach to hard work and his actions on the field. Brendon is one of the best defenders I have seen and
hearing the impact of his shoulder going through an opponent, stopping them dead in the process, is
sensational. Unfortunately his season was cut short due to not one, but two bad shoulders which require
surgery. As a reflection of his character, commitment and respect for his team mates, Dravo still attended
training to support the boys and was always willing to help out on game days. Get those shoulders right
mate so you can get back on that paddock because you have a heap to offer. Thanks for your efforts.

Under 16’s parents and friends (above)
and Under 17’s coaching staff (right)
all smiles at Saints Annual Ball.
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UNDER 17 SCC Div 1

Back Row:James Reynolds, Aidan Harrington, Kyle Lloyd, Mahmoud Nassouh, Salah Masri, Daniel McIntosh,
Kyle Bell
Middle Row: John Clay (Manager), Ross Kendall (Strapper), Liam Mulvihill, Brandan Su’a, Jarrod Robson, Ben
Tamotu, Tavita Tafao, Matt Grealy (Coach), Mark Morley (Trainer)
Front Row: Conor Kelley, Adam Mekkaoui, Kane Carter, Adam Sader, Ross Canceri, Nathan Nicholas, Nathan
Harrison, Tyler Katz
Absent: Logan Dewildt, Tom Grealy (Trainer)

COACH’S REPORT

A season that at the start of the year promised so much potential, but was restricted by injury after
injury. Pre-season started early in the year and there was a good turn out from day one. There was
roughly a core group of about 17 with players to come back from representative duties and Canterbury’s
classic line “we have players to send you!” Of the 17 players two started off the season recovering from
injuries Robbo (knee), Lloydy (quad) along with Brandan still to return from reps. We entered the first
trial game with 17, including three 16s filling in. This was starting to look like a successful trial until it
became the trial game from hell. In the space of one half we lost our halfback (Liam) and our fullback
(Dylan) to season ending shoulder injuries.

Round 1 was now fast approaching and we had 14 players (still including Robbo and Lloydy to return from
injury, with others battling with niggling injuries and Brandan still at reps, we officially had 9 fit and had
to forfeit. Round 2 looked positive - we turned up with 12 (including Brandan) against a fit and healthy
All Saints side that could make or break the season, and at half time it looked like it was going to be a
very long season trailing 28-0. The second half began and, led by Salah at the front, the boys got back 28-
22 with 7 minutes to go before we had a disallowed try that led to a length of the field effort by them and
a try after full time. We went down 40-22 in an effort that gave us hope, with Robbo and Lloydy to return
from injury and Macca to return from Europe for the next game. Over Easter we also picked up two new
players a big German forward (Tyler) and a little whippy back (Mahmoud). We now had 17 fit and ready
players to go against a massive Bulls in Round 3. We found ourselves in the lead 22-20 with 11 minutes to
go before they ran in three late tries and blew the score out to 38-22.

We then got to Round 6 when we picked up a gun little five-eight/hooker (Belly). This was good because
Belly bought a positive attitude and a good work ethic at training to the team. In Belly’s first game the
boys got home with a good 14-4 win that was riddled with, could you believe it, more injuries. Mahmoud
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(dislocated ankle) and big bustlin’ Benny (ligaments in the ankle) both requiring surgery, both season
ending. Now if you can still keep up with the numbers, our new recruit and two injuries took us back to
16 players. Round 7 came round and, believe it or not, we lost another player to an injury - Ross (broken
hand requiring surgery) was a huge loss, now taking our numbers down to 15. We then had a brief period
of hope when Logan and Big Red (Aidan) returned in Round 8 after the footy bug got the better of them
and they wanted to play again. This however was only a short stay as we lost Logan two games later to
the same injury that big Benny had suffered. From round 8 onwards we roughly had 16 players each
game, with one or two injuries, and 2 or 3 U16 players filling-in for us when the draw permitted.

Here I would like to thank some of the U16s on behalf of the U17s because it meant a lot to the boys
when these boys backed up after their own games! Tui filled in whenever he could, Cam S joined the
U16s half way through the season and almost played as many games for us as he did in his own age, Luke
Parmaxidis loved putting his hand up, along with Fatu who helped out when he could. Then there was
Browny. Steele loved playing up and the boys loved having him. Steele played every game he could for us
and even WON us our second game. For those who don’t know, it was 22 all against Eaglevale with 15
seconds on the clock when we were awarded a penalty 10m to the left of the post and 40m out. With our
goal kicker (Conor) injured about 3 minutes beforehand, the hooter sounded and Steele lined it up – and
to this day I still maintain he would have kicked it from 50m out. The old man said it nearly made up for
him costing us the U11 grand final, but he did emphasise “nearly”.

I would also like to thank our team manager John Clay, our trainers Daniel Stone, Mark Morley and Tom
Grealy for the hours they put into helping the boys on and off the park. Special thanks to Ross Kendall
who got left stranded without a team to strap, so he jumped in and did ours. Thanks Killer.

Overall, the boys should be very proud of their efforts this year, even though we only won three games -
the boys were in every game, often right up until the end. All of you boys should be very proud and need
to realise how good you can actually be!

PLAYER PROFILES

Kyle Bell: A tough as you like hooker or five eighth, Kyle came to us from Group 6 in Round 6 – and what
a God send. Plays 30 kilos above his weight, trains hard, great attitude and was just what we needed
when our numbers were dwindling. Great year and I hope you have ten years with us.

Ross Canceri: Another one of our smaller brigade, but Ross doesn’t know that. Plays way above his
weight on the wing and is a professional winger. We only realised the value of having a professional
winger once he got injured in Round 7 and we lost him for the season. Get right for next year mate.

Kane Carter: One of the eight that came from Heights, Kane has a great tackling technique and was our
utility man who virtually played every position for us throughout the season (even prop). Another tough
one who had a good season.

Logan Dewildt: Signed-up mid-season after his first year at league last year. Ten foot tall and still learning
the game, Logan has a heap of potential. Unfortunately he did his ankle in his second game back and was
out for the season. Next year mate.

Aidan Harrington: Played the first trial, but wasn’t happy his neck was right from injury last year, so he
sat out until Round 8 when the itch to play became unscratchable. And he attacked his comeback with
gusto, his big red melon in every tackle, hit-up and stoush. His work rate was that high he scored “man of
the match” and “players’ player” points every game he played. Good season Red.

Nathan Harrison: In his tenth year with Saints, Nathan is a “shape shifter”. One season he’s a classic front
rower, the next he’s a back rower and the next he’s built like a classic non-islander winger. Needless to
say, it’s hard to work out where best to play him. Lucky he can cover them all. Good season.
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Tyler Katz: It’s easy to see what Hitler had in mind with his master race. Tyler strode into the clubhouse
one Tuesday night at about 195cm and 100 kilos. Needless to say we were excited to sign him up. Played
in the forwards all season and loved mixing it when the tough stuff was on. Heil!

Conor Kelley: Also in his tenth season with Saints, Conor is the quintessential team and club man. Plays
in the halves with a clever footy brain, good attitude and a great kicking game. Another who has to give
size away to all he faces, but never lets it worry him. Thanks Conor.

Kyle Lloyd: After a two year hiatus from the Club, Kyle returned to Saints as nearly a grown up. With our
injury toll each week Kyle shuffled from the outside backs to the back row. Not a bad comeback season.
Well done.

Salah Masri: Another from Heights who joined right at the start. Never missed a training, worked hard
and a great attitude for footy. On the field, led by example and when he was taking us forward, we were
more than competitive against any side. Great season Salah.

Daniel McIntosh: Only his second year of footy. School commitments stopped him from training twice a
week so we are only just starting to see the best in Macca. Can play anywhere from front row to wing, it
will be interesting to see where we finally settle him if we ever get full numbers. Thanks Macca.

Adam Mekkaoui: Wow! Surprisingly unwanted by Dragons and Moorebank, “Kowie” or “Mekkaman”
found a home on our wing. A real crowd favourite with a great work ethic (at Woolies), Mekkaman was
so keen to play footy he’d drive to the game fully dressed (including boots). We are still hearing about
that try in Round 12. Great debut season Kowie.

Mahmoud Nassouh: Signed up after Round 2 and was just starting to hit his straps when a horrific ankle
injury in Round 6 curtailed his season. Get it right mate before you even think about playing again.

Nathan Nicholas: Nathan has one of those heads that looks like he’s not interested or even aware of
what’s going on, but don’t let that fool you. Nathan knows his way around the field and whether he’s
lock, five eighth, back row or full back, he can do it all. Uncanny knack of making breaks when he looks
like he’s going half pace. Good year, Nath.

James Reynolds: Though not German, I’m sure Hitler would have accepted him along with Tyler. A great
body for rugby league with a great attitude and training ethic to match. Jamie has a high work rate and
loves to tackle - and when he hits, they know they’re hit. Please come back next year big fella.

Jarrod Robson: This was another of the Big Three (with Masri and Reynolds) from Heights. Turned up in a
knee brace, but that didn’t slow him down. A tough hooker/lock, Robbo set the standard for the team
with anything to do with footy. Great season Robbo.

Adam Sader: Played fullback for most of the season. Great under the high ball and virtually impossible to
get past as our last line of defence. Also knows how to score a try and was our equal leading try scorer.
Another with unlimited potential, but needs to realise he doesn’t know it all just yet - coaches and
trainers are there to help.

Brandan Sua: Saints’ equivalent of Tony Williams. Great potential with strong leg drive makes him almost
unstoppable near the line he ended up our equal leading try scorer. Brandan wants to go to the next
level, but must increase his work rate. This will only come from training a lot harder and a lot more often.

Tavita Tafao: Our gentle giant. He’s the only bloke on the field that doesn’t realise how big he is. When it
finally clicks with him, he is gonna be an absolute weapon. Next season we might get Roy Masters down
to give him a pre-match warm up.

Ben Tamotu: One of the original four to come from Heights, Benny worked pretty hard at pre-season
training so we just about had him fit by Round 6. Unfortunately that was the game he broke his ankle and
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was gone for the year. But didn’t we miss him - a front rower who knew his job and his way around the
field. Next season Benny.

The Masters’ boys entertained the crowd at Billy Dee in their annual
“Mate versus Mate” match-up. Pictured here from top to bottom:

 Maroon and Gold teams

 Matt Dawes crashes over for the first try of the game

 The Mighty Whitey

 Tony Louka and Michael Slieman await their chance

 Michael Slieman never misses a sponsor’s opportunity.
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 6 Gold
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

GITSHAM Connor 17 3 12 2

KERANOS James 12 1

MILLER Riley 17 4 16 1

PAINE Harry 15 5 20 1

PIHEMA Braydon 17 19 4 84 1

PIHEMA Cole 17 7 28 1

RAISH Noah 16 12 48 2

RIMINGTON Charles 14 1

SUSNJARA Justin 14 9 36 1

TALEB Ayden 15 2 8 1

WILSON Xavius 17 20 80 1

MARE Peter 10 1

Totals 81 4 332

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 12 24

2 12/04/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 28 16

3 26/04/2014 Moorebank 1 Hammondville 16 12

4 3/05/2014 BYE Bill Delauney

5 10/05/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 12 16

6 17/05/2014 Moorebank 2 Bill Delauney 16 8

7 24/05/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 20 0

8 31/05/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 8 32

9 14/06/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 22 22

10 21/06/2014 Moorebank 1 Bill Delauney 20 16

11 28/06/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 24 8

12 5/07/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 16 24

13 12/07/2014 Moorebank 2 Hammondville 26 14

14 19/07/2014 Colts Bill Delauney 32 0

15 26/07/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 4 28

16 2/08/2014 Eagles Begnell 28 32

17 9/08/2014 Moorebank 1 Bill Delauney 22 12

18 16/08/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 26 8

332 272



76

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 6 Green
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DAWES James 17 1

DODD Jacob 17 2 8 1

GAZILAS Valanti 6 1

GODINEZ Leo 15 1 4 2

MAARBANI Izhak 15 1 4 2

MCKELL Harrison 17 1 4 1

O'DONOVAN Declan 15 9 36 1

PETERSEN Caleb 16 7 28 1

PRIOR Drew 15 1 4 2

RUSSELL Sebastian 16 1

SUMMERLAND Kai 15 1 4 1

GITSHAM (6 Gold) Connor 1 2

MILLER (6 Gold) Riley 1 1

PAINE (6 Gold) Harry 1 1

RAISH (6 Gold) Noah 1 2

TARABAY (DNFS) John-Paul 5

Totals 23 92

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 4 12

2 12/04/2014 BYE

3 26/04/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 4 26

4 3/05/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 8 20

5 10/05/2014 Broncos Middleton 0 28

6 17/05/2014 Warriors Bill Delauney 0 24

7 24/05/2014 Revesby Heights Bill Delauney 8 32

8 31/05/2014 Colts Bill Delauney 8 22

9 14/06/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 0 30

10 21/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 0 32

11 28/06/2014 East Hills Smith Park 8 24

12 5/07/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 0 32

13 12/07/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 20 44

14 19/07/2014 Broncos Middleton 20 38

15 26/07/2014 Warriors Neptune 0 32

16 2/08/2014 Revesby Heights Bill Delauney 4 36

17 9/08/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 4 26

18 16/08/2014 Berala Begnell 4 30

92 488



77

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 6 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DE MEUR Darcy 18 3

GANEME Alexander 17 3 12 1

HANNEY Joshua 18 1 4 1

KITIONA Michael 17 1 4 2

MARIC Daniel 17 11 2 48 2

MUNN Tyler 18 8 32 2

PASSARELLI Nicholas 13 1 4 2

PHILLIPS Dylan 18 4 16 2

RUNDLE Khoda 17 13 52 2

SMITH Nash 15 1

WILSON Rory 18 3 6 1

Totals 42 5

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 0 32

2 12/04/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 4 32

3 26/04/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 20 12

4 3/05/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 0 40

5 10/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 8 40

6 17/05/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 4 32

7 24/05/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 8 20

8 31/05/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 12 26

9 14/06/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 4 34

10 21/06/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 10 42

11 28/06/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 16 36

12 5/07/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 22 32

13 12/07/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 18 26

14 19/07/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 8 36

15 26/07/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 8 54

16 2/08/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 12 36

17 9/08/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 12 24

18 16/08/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 12 36

178 590



78

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 7 White
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AYOUB Christopher 14 1

BENDER Jake 16 15 1 62 2

BRUNO Alexander 18 6 24 2

GITSHAM Rhys 18 11 1 46 4

JENNINGS Ethan 18 1 4 2

KLEM Aaron 18 3 9 30 2

MARTIN Cooper 18 1 2 8 3

PENMAN Brodie-Jay 16 3 4 20 2

TALEB Zacharia 18 1 4 3

ZANBAKA Kristian 18 2 8 2

ZANBAKA Max 18 9 2 40 2

Totals 52 19 246

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 0 34

2 12/04/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 4 24

3 26/04/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 18 34

4 3/05/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 14 30

5 10/05/2014 East Hills Bill Delauney 26 22

6 17/05/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 8 36

7 24/05/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 4 18

8 31/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 10 22

9 14/06/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 22 26

10 21/06/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 0 20

11 28/06/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 10 32

12 5/07/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 28 30

13 12/07/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 26 38

14 19/07/2014 East Hills Neptune 32 28

15 26/07/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 14 32

16 2/08/2014 Eagles Begnell 8 36

17 9/08/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 18 58

18 16/08/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 4 36

246 556



79

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 7 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BURKE Lachlan 16 26 10 124 4

CARRERA Edwin 13 3 12 2

FITZGERALD Matthew 16 2 4 1

FORRESTER Patrick 16 4 8 2

MOONEY Isaac 13 1

PENGUE Lucas 15 5 20 4

SCOTT Thomas 16 2 1 10 3

SEVE Itula 16 27 7 122 1

TODD-BONSELAAR Riley 16 4 2 20 2

WEIR Noah 15 1 4 3

WILSON Zeedan 16 2 8 1

Totals 70 26 332

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 10 6

2 12/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 28 20

3 26/04/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 14 24

4 3/05/2014 BYE

5 10/05/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 12 12

6 17/05/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 34 16

7 24/05/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 22 10

8 31/05/2014 Dragons Bill Delauney 10 14

9 14/06/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 26 22

10 21/06/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 32 26

11 28/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 20 10

12 5/07/2014 Eagles Begnell 10 22

13 12/07/2014 BYE

14 19/07/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 18 8

15 26/07/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 30 24

16 2/08/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 22 22

17 9/08/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 16 26

18 16/08/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 28 14

332 276



80

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 8 Green
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ALLWORTH Nash 15 2 1 10 3

DUNN Joshua 14 35 2 144 1

ELESH Mohammed 15 15 4 68 1

LAKE Logan 15 10 2 44 1

MCANDREW Lucas 14 6 9 42 2

MOHI Kye 8 2

MORRIS-WOLRING Christian 14 4 3 22 2

PATTERSON Thomas 11 8 2 36 2

SULLIVAN Oscar 14 3 3 18 1

WOTHERSPOON Oscar 14 1

Totals 83 26 384

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 28 42

2 12/04/2014 BYE

3 26/04/2014 Heights Smith Park 18 60

4 3/05/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 34 22

5 10/05/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 4 48

6 17/05/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 42 10

7 24/05/2014 Warriors Lidcombe Oval 20 38

8 31/05/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 42 32

9 14/06/2014 BYE

10 21/06/2014 Heights Neptune 20 48

11 28/06/2014 Eagles Begnell 26 22

12 5/07/2014 Colts Bill Delauney 12 32

13 12/07/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 44 24

14 19/07/2014 Warriors Bill Delauney 14 56

15 26/07/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 34 32

16 2/08/2014 BYE

17 9/08/2014 Heights Bill Delauney 10 56

18 16/08/2014 Eagles Begnell 36 26

384 548



81

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 8 White
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BISHARA Mark 17 12 8 64 4

CASSAR Lucas 15 7 4 36 3

COLLINET Logan 17 16 5 74 1

DELINICOLIS Patrick 14 1 2 2

HOLMES Harrison 17 14 7 70 2

KHOURY Marcus 17 10 8 56 4

MAARBANI Zachariah 16 5 5 30 3

OSHEA Cameron 17 1 2 8 1

PITTMAN Benjamin 17 8 2 36 1

RAISH Daniel 17 7 2 32 4

STAPLETON Taj 17 3 4 20 2

TAUFA Damon 17 3 4 20 3

Totals 86 52 448

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 8 32

2 12/04/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 4 54

3 26/04/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 6 36

4 3/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 24 16

5 10/05/2014 Dragons Bill Delauney 32 36

6 17/05/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 46 36

7 24/05/2014 Broncos Bill Delauney 20 26

8 31/05/2014 East Hills Smith Park 32 38

9 14/06/2014 Colts Bill Delauney 40 22

10 21/06/2014 BYE

11 28/06/2014 Eagles Begnell 28 16

12 5/07/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 32 54

13 12/07/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 32 66

14 19/07/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 8 30

15 26/07/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 42 24

16 2/08/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 18 36

17 9/08/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 42 28

18 16/08/2014 Broncos Bill Delauney 34 34

448 584



82

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 8 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

HANRATTY Jack 18 29 9 134 4

LOUKA Daniel 18 8 4 40 2

MARIC Matthew 18 9 9 54 3

METCALFE Cody 18 3 9 30 2

METCALFE Hayden 18 3 6 2

PAPADOPOULOS Ellias 16 1 4 1

PORTER Zac 18 3 6 24 2

ROWLES Mitchell 18 10 6 52 4

SAFI Fred 15 1 1 6 3

SAFI James 17 5 1 22 3

SAFI Adrien 16 15 4 68 3

TODD-BONSELAAR Kian 17 3 5 22 2

Totals 87 57 462

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 10 20

2 12/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 20 38

3 26/04/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 18 28

4 3/05/2014 Eagles Begnell 22 28

5 10/05/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 38 22

6 17/05/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 32 16

7 24/05/2014 Heights Bill Delauney 30 24

8 31/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 36 30

9 14/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 6 32

10 21/06/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 6 58

11 28/06/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 26 18

12 5/07/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 52 28

13 12/07/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 52 14

14 19/07/2014 Heights Neptune 44 36

15 26/07/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 34 24

16 2/08/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 12 40

17 9/08/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 0 38

18 16/08/2014 Eagles Begnell 24 30

462 524



83

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 9 Div 3
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BAHSA Nouredeen 18 8 1 34 2

CHAMI Hussein 18 6 6 36 2

CUTRUPI Matthew 18 2 3 14 5

HANNEY Cooper 18 1 4 1

JULIAN Bailey 18 4 16 1

KILLORN Tarley 18 2 8 3

MAARBANI Youssef 17 16 64 3

MCCUTCHEON Daniel 17 2 8 2

NANDAN Christopher 16 1 2 1

PORTER Ryan 18 7 9 46 2

SHIELDS Jayden 18 13 11 74 1

SUTTON Cooper 17 3 1 14 2

WEBSDALE Kye 15 1 4 2

ZANZOUL Xavier 18 5 20 1

SAFWAN (DNFS) Mohamad 7

Totals 70 32 344

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Warriors WOF

2 12/04/2014 Tigers 1 Bill Delauney 22 14

3 26/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 30 4

4 3/05/2014 Broncos Bill Delauney 14 18

5 10/05/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 22 0

6 17/05/2014 Tigers 2 Roberts Park 36 8

7 24/05/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 20 12

8 31/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 24 8

9 14/06/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 52 0

10 21/06/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 18 4

11 28/06/2014 Tigers 1 Roberts Park 20 6

12 5/07/2014 East Hills Smith Park 6 4

13 12/07/2014 Broncos Middleton 12 24

14 19/07/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 20 22

15 26/07/2014 Tigers 2 WOF

16 2/08/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 16 18

SF 9/08/2014 Broncos Smith Park 16 12

GF 23/08/2014 Broncos Terry Lamb 16 32

344 186



84

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 9 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ALKHAIR Alexander 13 2 8 3

ARMSTRONG Dean 15 1

ASSAF Peter 15 6 1 26 4

BOYNE Kian 15 3 6 24 4

FORRESTER Thomas 15 2 6 20 4

HARDY Murray 15 1 1 6 4

LYNCH Toto'a 14 6 3 30 5

MILLAR Owen 14 2 1 10 6

MOSELEY Oscar 15 4 16 4

SAHYOUN Marcus 15 1 2 3

SEVE Fanafou 15 16 5 74 1

SWIBEL (Inj R1) Hayden 1 1 4 3

TREVITT Joshua 8 3

ZANBAKA Jack 15 4

HANRATTY (8 Blue) Jack 1 4

SEVE (7 Blue) Itula 1 1

KLEM (DNFS) Ryan 6 2 3 14

Totals 45 27 234

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 18 4

2 12/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 12 36

3 26/04/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 6 18

4 3/05/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 20 20

5 10/05/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 8 36

6 17/05/2014 BYE

7 24/05/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 24 12

8 31/05/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 6 18

9 14/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 12 24

10 21/06/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 4 10

11 28/06/2014 Dragons Bill Delauney 36 0

12 5/07/2014 Eagles Begnell 14 16

13 12/07/2014 BYE

14 19/07/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 28 12

15 26/07/2014 Tigers Roberts Park 16 24

16 2/08/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 10 32

17 9/08/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 20 18

234 280



85

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 10 Div 3
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ACHRAM Tommy 14 3

COBLE Steven 15 6

CUTRUPI Bianca 15 24 5

FIELD Jarrod 14 6 3 34 4

KOUROUCHE Saadi 11 7 24 4

MARSH Harrison 13 6 8 2

MASSIH Joseph 15 2 1

MOSLEY Jake 14 1 2 1

MOUAWAD Zachery 15 1

RODOREDA Ky 14 2 1 10 4

SHEARS Ryan 14 1 4 2

TAUFA Liam 10 3 2 16 3

TORBAY Jarred 15 2 9 26 1

WENHAM Connor 14 2 1 10 1

MOHI-LETT (DNFS) Peter-Jae 6

Totals 31 17 158

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Moorebank W Bill Delauney 0 14

2 12/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 12 30

3 26/04/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 30 6

4 3/05/2014 East Hills Smith Park 4 40

5 10/05/2014 Colts Bill Delauney 6 36

6 17/05/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 18 12

7 24/05/2014 Bass Hill Bill Delauney 14 26

8 31/05/2014 Tigers Bill Delauney 6 22

9 14/06/2014 Moorebank B Hammondville 6 44

10 21/06/2014 Moorebank W Hammondville 16 28

11 28/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 6 40

12 5/07/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 30 8

13 12/07/2014 East Hills Bill Delauney 4 32

14 19/07/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 6 44

15 26/07/2014 Bulls WOF

158 382



86

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 10 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Kaled 18 10 6 52 5

BAILEY Trent 16 3 12 6

CARRERA Henri 17 2

CASSAR Vincent 17 1 4 6

CEISSMAN Zacarie 18 5

FOSTER Sean 17 5

KELLY Ben 16 1 1 6 1

KENNEDY Jared 18 6 6 36 5

MARTIN Jack 17 2 8 4

MOLONEY Luke 17 6

OLOAPU Ricardo 18 10 40 4

POUND Zack 17 3 9 30 2

RAVEL Thomas 17 1 10 24 4

SLEIMAN Jesse 17 6

STANDALOFT Bailey 17 6

Totals 37 32 212

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 12 12

2 12/04/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 6 12

3 26/04/2014 Greenacre Bill Delauney 12 6

4 3/05/2014 St Johns 2 Begnell 32 0

5 10/05/2014 BYE

6 17/05/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 18 12

7 24/05/2014 Greenacre Bill Delauney 18 12

8 31/05/2014 Berala Bears Peter Hislop 6 12

9 14/06/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 10 6

10 21/06/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 6 20

11 28/06/2014 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 6 6

12 5/07/2014 Greenacre Roberts Park 24 20

13 12/07/2014 Berala Bears Bill Delauney 12 22

14 19/07/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 4 18

15 26/07/2014 St Johns Begnell 6 42

16 2/08/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 6 6

17 9/08/2014 Greenacre Bill Delauney 10 12

SF 16/08/2014 Berala Bears Ruse Park 12 6

F 23/08/2014 Greenacre Begnell 12 18

212 242



87

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 11 Div 2
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BRITO Braidon 14 7 4 36 5

BURKE Ethan 14 6 8 40 6

CORNFORTH Riley 14 2 2 12 1

DELINICOLIS Jonathan 14 2 1 10 3

FAANOI Toafa 11 7 2 32 4

FISHER Jack 14 4 4 24 1

FORRESTER Michael 14 1 1 6 6

GHILARDI Nicolas 13 3 6 2

GHILARDI Christian 13 5 5 30 2

JENKINS Daniel 14 1 4 2

LOUKA Hayden 14 1 1 6 2

NUNAN Len 14 3 3 18 1

PASSARELLI Alexander 14 7 3 34 5

SMEE Thomas 13 3 1 14 1

TAYLOR Adam 14 1 2 3

Totals 49 39 274

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 20 12

2 12/04/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 6 14

3 26/04/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 28 0

4 3/05/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 18 12

5 10/05/2014 Greenacre 2 Roberts Park 32 12

6 17/05/2014 East Hills Smith Park 44 0

7 24/05/2014 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 28 16

8 31/05/2014 Heights Bill Delauney 40 0

9 14/06/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 12 18

10 21/06/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 12 30

11 28/06/2014 Greenacre 1 Roberts Park 6 28

12 5/07/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 10 38

13 12/07/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 6 24

14 19/07/2014 BYE

15 26/07/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 12 18

274 222



88

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 12 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Omar 18 5

DAVIDSON Aidan 15 8 16 8

DUNDAS Reily 16 7 8 8

FUZ Cody 18 1 7 18 2

HOWARD Jarred 18 2

KITIONA Mark 18 1 2 5

LOUTSOS Dane 18 3

MANOA Malakai 15 5

MARIC Lachlan 17 7 1 30 5

MCALPINE Lachlan 17 7 28 7

OSBORN Connor 16 4

PAPADOPOULOS Nikolas 17 3 1 14 1

PENGUE Jon 18 2 1 10 8

SHIELDS Joel 18 2 3 14 1

STANDALOFT Zac 17 8

TAALA Elijah 17 4 16 1

TAMOTU Joshua 18 2 1 10 2

Totals 30 23 166

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 16 16

2 12/04/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 0 34

3 26/04/2014 Berala WOF

4 3/05/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 16 16

5 10/05/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 6 30

6 17/05/2014 St Johns Begnell 0 16

7 24/05/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 0 30

8 31/05/2014 Berala Peter Hislop 22 12

9 14/06/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 22 4

10 21/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 0 38

11 28/06/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 18 0

12 5/07/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 10 26

13 12/07/2014 Berala Bill Delauney 12 0

14 19/07/2014 Dragons WOF

15 26/07/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 10 36

16 2/08/2014 St Johns Bill Delauney 12 26

17 9/08/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 12 30

SF 16/08/2014 St Johns Ruse Park 10 26

166 340



89

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 13 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

CASTUCCI Adam 14 3 12 1

CRAWFORD Jarrad 14 4

EVANS Isaac 11 3

FULLER Joshua 11 1 4 9

GAZILAS Dean 7 5

JORDAN Lachlan 11 2 8 9

LYNCH Kueva 14 1 4 5

QUINTAL Vincent 15 5

RAISH Jordan 14 8

RILEY Cameron 15 7 28 9

RYAN Billy 15 1 4 3

SENTER Zachariah 14 1 4 2

SLEIMAN Camille 14 9 18 7

STOWERS Jeremy 15 3 1 14 1

TAUFA Ethan 15 1 4 3

TITMUSS Jack 13 9

WHYTE Callum 15 6

WYLIE Blake 15 9

MCLACHLAN (DNFS) Jesse 3

Totals 20 10 100

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 5/04/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 10 26

2 12/04/2014 Sports Steve Folkes 4 52

3 26/04/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 8 42

4 3/05/2014 BYE

5 10/05/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 32 24

6 17/05/2014 Bulls Bill Delauney 6 54

7 24/05/2014 Dragons Lance Hutchinson 4 34

8 31/05/2014 Moorebank Hammondville 6 16

9 14/06/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 0 44

10 21/06/2014 Eagles Begnell 0 42

11 28/06/2014 BYE

12 5/07/2014 Colts Killara Reserve 8 26

13 12/07/2014 Bulls Ruse Park 0 28

14 19/07/2014 Dragons Bill Delauney 6 34

15 26/07/2014 Moorebank Bill Delauney 12 16

16 2/08/2014 Sports Bill Delauney 0 48

17 9/08/2014 Eagles Bill Delauney 4 18

100 504



90

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 14 Div 4 (Div 3 to R5)
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ACHRAFI Jihad 15 2

BAILEY Shaun 14 9

BARNES Jack 16 1 27 58 3

BDEIR Samir 5 2 1 10 1

BINNINGTON Riley 16 2 8 1

COCKBURN Jeremy 13 1

CUTRUPI Daniel 16 1 4 9

ELLISON Cooper 15 4 16 9

HAJJI Fawaz 7 1

LAKE Harrison 16 2 8 1

MAARBANI Kassem 16 3

MAARBANI Ibrahim 16 1 4 3

MACKIE Allen 14 1 4 1

NGUYEN Kieren 16 1 4 1

OBEID Zac 15 1 4 1

OSMAN Reda 14 17 68 2

STEPHENS Jayden 5 2 8 1

UNWIN Sebastian 16 3 12 3

QUINTAL (13-1) Vincent 2 5

TAUFA (U13-1) Ethan 2 3

RILEY (U13-1) Cameron 1 9

ALADIN (DNFS) Luka 8

BATACHE (DNFS) Fouad 2

SHMEISSEM (DNFS) Omar 2

Totals 38 28 208

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 6/04/2014 Greenacre Tigers Bill Delauney 8 78

2 13/04/2014 Five Dock RSL Birchgrove Oval 16 46

3 27/04/2014 Berala Bears Peter Hislop 6 72

4 4/05/2014 Penshurst RSL Gold Killara Reserve 10 12

5 11/05/2014 Bankstown Sports WOF

6 18/05/2014 Arncliffe Scots Guilfoyle Park 12 26

7 25/05/2014 Mascot White Erskineville Oval 14 28

8 1/06/2014 St Johns Eagles Bill Delauney 22 0

9 15/06/2014 Auburn Warriors Middleton Park 12 28

10 22/06/2014 South Eastern Pioneers Park 0 40

11 29/06/2014 Leichhardt Wanderers Birchgrove Oval 12 20

12 6/07/2014 BYE

13 13/07/2014 Bankstown Bulls WOF

14 20/07/2014 Brighton Seagulls Killara Reserve 14 36

15 27/07/2014 Bondi United Waverley Oval 20 16

16 3/08/2014 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney 50 10

17 10/08/2014 Arncliffe Scots Killara Reserve 12 16

208 428



91

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 14 Div 2
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Mohamad 17 7 28 5

COLLEY Luke 15 33 66 3

DUNN Ryan 17 4 1 18 5

EL ARAB Mohamad 15 1 4 1

FOSTER Byron 17 2 8 5

HANNIGAN Joshua 17 8 32 5

HUGHES Jake 15 1

KHOURY Jayden 17 3 12 9

KOTSARIS Patrick 17 1 4 4

LINNEGAR Blake 17 5

OBEID Jaidin 13 7 28 6

SABOUNE Karim 17 4 16 5

SADEK Badawi 17 4 16 1

SOLO Ryan 16 5 20 3

TAFAO Aukusotino 17 12 48 2

TANEVSKI Michael 16 4

WEIR Jacob 6 1

RILEY (U13-1) Cameron 1 9

QUINTAL (13-1) Vincent 1 5

Totals 58 34 300

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 6/04/2014 Strathfield Raiders Bill Delauney 18 28

2 13/04/2014 Renown United Todd Park 42 6

3 27/04/2014 Chester Hill Hornets Bill Delauney 32 0

4 4/05/2014 Carlingford Cougars Killara Reserve 24 34

5 11/05/2014 Redfern All Blacks Coogee Oval 8 22

6 18/05/2014 Concord Burwood King George Park 26 6

7 25/05/2014 Earlwood Saints Bill Delauney 42 10

8 1/06/2014 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney 28 12

9 15/06/2014 Clovelly Coogee Oval 10 26

10 21/06/2014 Milperra Colts Killara Reserve 8 22

11 29/06/2014 Botany Rams Kensington Oval 0 48

12 6/07/2014 Berala Bears Bill Delauney 12 18

13 13/07/2014 Hurstville United Bill Delauney 0 30

14 20/07/2014 Greenacre Tigers Killara Reserve 8 16

15 27/07/2014 Carlingford Cougars Bill Delauney 4 18

16 3/08/2014 Redfern All Blacks Erskineville Oval 24 26

17 10/08/2014 Concord Burwood Killara Reserve 14 16

300 338



92

PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2014

Under 15 Div 3 (Div 2 to R5)
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Abdul 8 3 12 5

BOLAND Nathan 11 4 16 11

CHAUMONT Luke 12 3 12 2

CONTRERAS Jayden 17 4

DELL'ARMI Joel 12 3

EL-CHAMI Jeremy 17 2 8 6

FALETUAI Tafi 9 1 4 1

GRIFFITH Adam 17 1 4 11

HARRINGTON Rhys 11 3 10 32 10

HEI Braxton 16 1 4 1

JINDI Ahmed 5 1

MAARBANI Mohamad 15 3

MANITI Dalai 9 1 4 1

MANNERING Liam 14 1 11 26 7

MARIC Anthony 12 6 24 5

MOSES Izak 15 1 10 24 1

PRAKASH Ronald 14 1 2 1

WOULF Elisha (Tino) 14 20 80 1

ARNAOUT (U14-2) Mohamad 6 5

DUNN (U14-2) Ryan 5 5

KHOURY (U14-2) Jayden 2 9

TAFAO (U14-2) Aukusotino 1 2

TRAJKOVSKI (Inj R1 DNFS) Peter 1

Totals 47 32 252

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 6/04/2014 Greenacre Tigers Bill Delauney 2 26

2 13/04/2014 Hurstville United Roberts Park 18 24

3 27/04/2014 Berala Bears Bill Delauney 2 54

4 4/05/2014 Kogarah Cougars H V Evatt Park 14 34

5 11/05/2014 Enfield Federals Roberts Park 16 30

6 18/05/2014 Enfield Federals Birchgrove Oval 10 22

7 25/05/2014 Earlwood Saints Bill Delauney 30 16

8 1/06/2014 St Charles Snape Oval 16 32

9 15/06/2014 Mascot Killara Reserve 12 30

10 22/06/2014 East Hills Bulldogs Middleton Park 22 16

11 29/06/2014 Botany Rams Mascot Oval 24 36

12 6/07/2014 Dundas Shamrocks Bill Delauney 4 30

13 13/07/2014 Renown United Bill Delauney 14 16

14 20/07/2014 Leichhardt Juniors Killara Reserve 22 16

15 27/07/2014 Penshurst RSL H V Evatt Park 26 12

16 3/08/2014 Redfern All Blacks WOF

17 10/08/2014 Enfield Federals Cooke Park 20 22

252 416
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2014

Under 16 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ANNIKIN Luke 14 2 8 9

BROWN Steele 17 3 30 72 12

BROWN Cory 16 1 4 1

BRYANT Jarrad 11 6

CARTER Solomon 14 1

CAVANAGH Joshua 17 1 1 6 2

COUSINS Bradley 17 3 12 1

DRAVET (Inj R9) Brendon 8 1 4 9

FAANOI Devante 12 5 20 12

FORD Kyle 17 1 4 1

GILBERT Aaron 17 5 20 2

HANNIGAN Scott 9 1 4 8

HARB Anthony 14 8

KITIONA Paul 16 2 8 11

LYNCH Posesione 17 5

MANOA Tuitavake 14 8

PARMAXIDIS Luke 16 5

RAIKALEVU Aseri 15 3 12 12

ROWLES Damien 17 1 4 6

SGOUROS Cameron 4 1 4 1

SLAVIN Amaziah 7 1

THOMPSON-REYNOLDS Joshua 15 1 4 11

TOGAGAE Fatu 13 6 24 9

WILSON (Inj R7) Mitchell 7 3 12 10

Totals 40 31 222

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 6/04/2014 Mascot WOF

2 13/04/2014 Renown United Roberts Park 28 12

3 27/04/2014 Bankstown Sports Bill Delauney 18 14

4 4/05/2014 Leichhardt Wanderers Blackmore Oval 12 16

5 11/05/2014 Clovelly Crocs Waverley Oval 10 48

6 18/05/2014 Leichhardt Wanderers Birchgrove Oval 24 0

7 25/05/2014 Dundas Shamrocks Birchgrove Oval 16 40

8 1/06/2014 South Eastern Bill Delauney 24 12

9 15/06/2014 Clovelly Crocs Killara Reserve 16 22

10 22/06/2014 Bankstown Sports WOF

11 29/06/2014 St Johns Eagles Smith Park 6 28

12 6/07/2014 Mascot Bill Delauney 20 22

13 13/07/2014 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney 14 12

14 20/07/2014 Hurstville United Bexley Oval 28 18

15 27/07/2014 Leichhardt Wanderers WOF

16 3/08/2014 Dundas Shamrocks Bill Delauney 6 40

17 10/08/2014 South Eastern WOF

222 284
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2014

Under 17 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BELL Kyle 11 5 1

CANCERI Ross 7 1 3

CARTER Kane 12 1

DEWILDT (Inj R10) Logan 2 2

HARRINGTON Aidan 7 1 10

HARRISON Nathan 14 10

KATZ Tyler 13 1 1

KELLEY Conor 15 1 28 60 10

LLOYD Kyle 12 3 11

MASRI Salah 13 3 1

MCINTOSH Daniel 10 2

MEKKAOUI Adam 14 1 1

NASSOUH (Inj R6) Mahmoud 4 1

NICOLAS Nathan 13 3 4

REYNOLDS James 14 1 1

ROBSON Jarrod 14 5 1

SADER Adam 15 8 12

SUA Brandan 13 8 9

TAFAO Tavita 14 3

TAMOTU (Inj R6) Benjamin 5 1 1

BROWN (U16) Steele 5 4 8 12

MANOA (U16) Tuitavake 4 8

SGOUROS (U16) Cameron 2 1

KITIONA (U16) Paul 1 11

PARMAXIDIS (U16) Luke 1 5

TOGAGEA (U16) Fatu 1 9

HARRINGTON (U15) Rhys 1 10

MIKHAEL (DNFS) Jerome 1

Totals 42 32 232

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 6/04/2014 Campbelltown Collegians LOF

2 13/04/2014 All Saints Hillier Oval 22 40

3 27/04/2014 Bankstown Bulls Bill Delauney 22 38

4 4/05/2014 Kingsgrove Colts Killara Reserve 10 16

5 11/05/2014 La Perouse Mascot Oval 16 28

6 18/05/2014 Concord Burwood King George Park 14 4

7 25/05/2014 BYE

8 1/06/2014 St George Dragons Bill Delauney 6 44

9 15/06/2014 Mascot Mascot Oval 6 50

10 22/06/2014 Eaglevale St Andrews Eschol Park 24 22

11 29/06/2014 Botany Rams Smith Park 32 22

12 6/07/2014 Campbelltown Collegians Bradbury Oval 12 42

13 13/07/2014 All Saints Hillier Oval 34 38

14 20/07/2014 Bankstown Bulls Ruse Park 14 30

15 27/07/2014 Kingsgrove Colts Bill Delauney 4 16

16 3/08/2014 La Perouse WOF

17 10/08/2014 Concord Burwood Killara Reserve 16 20

232 410
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